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LLJ.SFLPI. UC1LLATION AT MICROWAVE 

FRFJENC lES IN A STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD 

INTRODUCTION 

Some characteristics of a gas plasma 

A plasma is a region in a gas in which there are high and 

approdmately equal densities of free electrons and positive ions. 

The plasma tends to keep itself at a constant potential by forming 

space charge sheaths at the siwfaces of electrodes and walls 

enclosing the plana. These sheaths shield the plasma from the 

effects of the electrodes. 

There are, within the plasma region, relatively large forces 

which tend to keep the electron and positive ion densities equal. 

Electron densities of the order of iO12 per cuMc centimeter are 

typical. For example if, in a spherical region of radius 0.01 

centimeter, the electron density is increased by one percent, the 

resilting electric field strength tending to make the electron and 

positive ion densities equal again is 6O.L volts per centimeter. 

For an electron density of 1012 per cubic centimeter, the 

interelectronic distance is 1O centimeter. If all of the electrons 

throughout a certain region are displaced by this distance, the 

resulting electric field strength tending to force the displaced 

electrons back toward their eqwilibrium positions is 181 volts per 

centimeter. Thus at these high electron densities small displace- 

ments create large forces. Upon returning toward their equilibrium 
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positions these electrons acquire momentum which causes them to 

travel past their equilibrium positions. They come to rest again on 

the opposite side dth the same magnitude of displacement. Large 

forces again accelerate the electrons toward their equilibrium posi- 

tions and the process is repeated. Thus oscillations of the plasma 

electrons are possible if there is an exciting mechanism present 

which overcomes the mechanisms tending to damp the oscillations. 

Plasma oscillations with no magnetic field and no thermal motions 

Lt us first consirer the simplest case of oscillations of 

electrons in a plasma which is not in a magnetic field and which 

at a temperature absolute zero. The electrons and positive 

ions thus have no thermal motions and their equilibrium positions 

are not functions of time. This case was first treated by Tonics 

and Langinuir ( i 2, pp i 9-2O3 ) and i s given here as an introduction 

to the more complicated case of plasma oscillations, with thermal 

motions, in a static magnetic field. 

with a given electric field strength in a region, the forces 

on the electrons and positive ions are equal and opposite. Since 

the mass of an atomic positive ion formed frein an air molecule is 

on the order of 2,OOO times the mass of an electron, the 

acceleration of the electron is on the order of 2,OOO times that 

of the positive ion. The motions of the positive ions are therefore 

so negligible in comparison with the electronic motions that the 



positive ions ma be considered as renaining at rest. 

The electron density and electron disp1aceiient are related by 

the continuity of charge equation which is obtained from two of 

Maxwell' s equations. 

- 
-' - 9D VxFJJ (1.01) 

(1.02) 

where -ir the magnetic field strength, I the comluction current 

density, the electric flux density, and the net charge density. 

Rationalized MKS units are used in all the divations foflouing 

but the answers dU santetinies be given in other units. Since the 

divergence of the curl of a vector is identically zero, taking the 

divergence of equation (i .01 ) and using equation (1 .02) yields the 

continuity of charge equation. 

VlVxiT O = V 7+ V - V 7+ LV .? 
at 

0= (1.03) 

Only the electron motions contribute to the current density. 

- 

J=J=-en (1.0!i) 

where n is the electron density, S the electron displacement, id 

-e the electronic charge. The divergence of the current density is 

then 
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-r - 
V 7 e V n -en V ' (i .05) 

Let us consider a plane plasma wave of a single frequency 

propagated in the x direction. Then the electron density, the 

electron displacement, and the electric field strength are periodic 

functions of both time and the x direction of space. They ail have 

the same time period T and the same space period (wavelength) k. 

Let the electron density consist of a steady state conent equal 

to the positive ion density plus a component periodic in space and 

time. 

n n+n1 (x,t) (1.06) 

The electron displacement is 

7(x,t) (x,t) + Ç s (x,t) 

+ 
-: r (x,t) (1.07) 

where Ç the unit vectors arid 
'' 

° the 

components of S in the x, y, z directions respectively. Using 

equation (1.06) the net charge density is 

p e (' -n) -en1 (x,t) (1.08) 

Substituting equations (1 .0), (i .06), (1 .07) arid (i .06) into the 

continuity of charge equation (1.03) we have 

o = -e S (x,t) V n1 (x,t) 



s 

-e [ + n1 (x,t)] y rj?(xt) -e n1 (x,t) (1.09) 

Since both and n are irnp1y periodic function3 with the same 

periods in space and. time. 

1.v (1.10) 
lat iI 
I 

I 
Iuax 

To s;Lnplifying assitions are introduce 

(A) The change of the electron density is small conarod 

with the average electron density. 

iL« i (1.11) 

(B) The electron displacement is small compared with the 

wavelength. 

2i S 

xx << i (1.12) 

max 

An equivalent statement is that the divergence of the electron 

displacement is small ccnipared with unity. 

-9- V5 << i (1.13) 

riax max 

It is shown experiiiental1y that theae apprd.xnations are justified. 

Thus the terns in equation ( 1 .09 ) containing the product 

i - 
r are negl.igible cnpared with terms containing either 
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factor alone. The simplified equation then becomes 

- . s +-=o (1.1).i.) 
at 

The time inteal of this equation is 

n V S + n1 function of (x, y, z) (1 .1 ) 

The change of electron density is zero (n1 = O) when V = O so that 

the function of (x, y, z) equals zero and equation (1.1) becomes 

n1=-nV (1.16) 

Using equations (i .02) and (i .08) an the relation 

iT= E-r (1.1?) 

where L is the permittivity or inductive capacity of the plasma and 

_is the electric field strength, we obtain 

VT=) EVT=en1 (i .18) 

The polarizable material of the plasma which determines the 

permittivity is the neutral gas so E is essentially the permittivity 

of free space. 

Combining equations (1.16) and (1.18), we obtain 

-. e - V E = + n V S (1 .19) 

or since and ' are functions of x and t only, 
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X en x (1.20) - - - 
Performing a space integration, we get 

en 
E - S + function of (y, z, t) (1 .21) 
X E X 

where the function of (y,z,t) is the result of a source distribution 

other than the plasma electrons and positive ions. It gi.ves rise to 

electric fields thich excite the plasma electris into oscillation 

and which dai the oscillati on by the radiation of electromagnetic 

enerr from the oscillating plasma electrons A steady state 

oscillation is reached when the damping equals the excitation aml 

the f(y,z,t) term becomes zero. Thus for a steady state oscillation 

the relation between the displacement of the plasma electrons from 

their equilibriwii positions and the electric field strength produced 

by this displacement is 

X= 5X 
(1.22) 

The force on an electron due to an electric field only is 

f=-eE (1.23) 

Using Newton's second law anti equations (1.22) and (1.23) ve get 

d2S 2 
X -en 

Xdt2 E: 
sX (1.2L.) f = -eE 

where rn is the electronic mass. 



writing for the differential equation for the motion of the 

plasma electrons is 

x2 (1.2) 
dt2 

aal its solution is 

s s cos (c*t + cL) (1 .26) 
X i 

where arid are two arbitrary constants with respect to tire and 

2n 

r is the angular frequency of osc1lation. 
The plasma electrons thus may be excitec! Into porforning simple 

harmonic oscillations 4th a frequency rroportional to the square 

root of the electron density ath not a function of the wavelength. 

The mvelength of the disturtance i determined by the boundary 

conditions. 

Since the frequency is not a function of the wavelength, the 

group velocity, which is the velocity at which energy is propagated, 

is zero. 

2 
1/2 

O) ren] vo=- LrJ =° 
(1.27) 

A solution periodic in the x coordinate and time is 

s =s cokxcoswt 
X i 

(1.23) 

where k is the propagation constant and S the niadmum value 

of the displacement. The standing wave solution may be written in 



the form of a traveling wave solution jith two waves of equal 

aniplitnde, frequency, and wavelength traveling in opposite directions, 

by using a trigonometric identity. 

ment 

s cos (t - ) +.i cos (t + ) (1.29) 

Corresponding to the solution for the plasma electron displace- 

COS kx COB ü)t (1.28) 

we have, using equations (1.16) and (1.22), 

and 

F = cos 1cc cos û)t (1.30) 

- + n k sin 1cc cos ot (1.31) 

All three quantities are in phase in time and n1 is 90' out of phase 

in space with 
S 

and E as shown in Figure (1.1). 

At time t O ail the electrons in the interval - x ¿ 

are displaced in the plus x direction and aU the electrons in the 

interval 1 x are displaced in the minus x direction causing 

an accumulation of negative charge in the vicinity of x - and a 

deficiency of negative charge in the vicinity of x = - . and x 

The electric field is directed from positive to negative charges as 

shown. 

The plasma waves are lon4tt1inal waves since the electric field 

and the electron displacement are in the direction in which the iaves 
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are propagated. 

Referring to equatIons (1.28) an (1.31), 

-=-kS sink.xcost 
dx i 

nl -k sinkxcost 
n 

sx _nl 

30 -- (1.32) 
n 

The two approximations, equations (i .11) ar (1 .13) are thus equally 

valid. When the electron displacement is small compared ith the 

wavelength of the rlasnia waves, the change of t1 electron density 

Is sniall coipared 4th the average electron density. 

The frequency of the plasma oscillation is 

r 2 1 
1/2 

) i len 
ì - i - 

2 2n 
(1 .33) 

where n is the electron density, o and m the electronic charge and 

mass, and E the permittivity of the gas. This i also the frequcy 

of the electromagnetic enerr radiated by the oscillating p1asa 

electrons. The frequency corresponding to an electron density of 

i12 electrons per cubic centimeter is 8.98 kiloxnegacycles; the 

free-space wavelength of electromagnetic radiation of this frequency 

18 3.3h centimeters. Thus the plasma frequency, with easily 

attainable electron densities, is in the microwave region of the 

electromagnetic spec runi. 
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This suggests the possibility of generating electromaetic 

waves with waveleníths of the order of a millimeter by increasing 

the plasma electron density, if a mechanism can be found to excite 

the plasma oscillations. Since the plasma frequency is proportional 

to the square root of the electron densit3, the electron density 

muat be increased one huxired fold to obtain a frequency increase of 

ten fold. Thus an electron density of about 1O electrons per cu.c 

centimeter is required to produce electromagnetic radiation with 

wavelengths of the order of a millimeter. 

1ave propagation in periodic structures 

The phase velocity of any wave is equal to the product of the 

frequency and the wavelength of the wave. 

V 
ohase 

For any wave such as an electromagnetic wave traveling either in 

free space or through matter, a sound wave traveling through matter, 

a wave on a stretched elastic string, or a wave on a stretched 

elastic membrane, the properties of the medium in which the wave is 

propagated determine its phase velocity. For a medium of finite 

extent the boundary conditions determine the allowed wavelengths. 

The natural frequencies of oscillation of the medium of finite size 

are then fixed by equation (i.3Li). 

For a plasma wave the properties of the plasma, such as the 

electron density and the magnetic flur density, determine the 
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frequency of the wave. For a plasma regLon of finite size the 

boundary conditions determine the aflo'wed wavelengths. The natural 

phase velocities of pragation of the plawa waves are then fixed 

by equation (i.). 

Let us consider further these two types of wave pragation by 

investigating the propagation of waves in a pericxlic structure as 

shown by Bri].louin (23, pp. 1-i6). Fiire (1.2) shs a one 

dimensional lattice consisting of large masses M and small masses ra 

alternating at the points at equal intervals along the x axis 

defined by Nd, where d is the distance between nearest neighbors 

and N Is an integer. Forces exist between the particlee so that 

the structure can propagate a disturbance. 

Figure (1.3) shows the relation between the frequency y l/T 

and the wave number a l/X, for waves propagating through such a 

lattice. There are two branches to the curve because there are two 

different masses in the lattice. The lower branch is called the 

acoustical branch. It corresponds to motion of the particles such 

that in each short section of the line all particles move in the 

same direction at a given instant The upper branch is called the 

optical branch and corresponds to the motion of the large masses in 

one direction while the small masses move in the other. 

The phase velocity, rse vX = k/T = (4/k = v/a, is given by 

the slope of a line drawn from the origin to the point on a curve in 

Figure (1 .3) corresponding to a given wavelength. The grow velocity 

v/a, is given by the slope of the frequency versus 
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wave miraber curve at the point. For wavelengths long coared with 

the length of the lattice cell 2d, the acoustical branch represents 

a constant phase velocity type of propagation, the optical branch a 

constant frequency type of propagation. The p1axna oscillations thus 

are represented by the points in Figure (1.3) corresponding to two 

waves traveling in opposite directions dth their frequency 

independent of wavelength. 

Plasma oscillations with thermal motions in a uniform static 

magnetic field with very long wavelengths 

Let us investigate the effect that a magnetic field has on the 

frequency of oscillation of the plasma electrons for wavelengths 

large cxnared with the radii of the helical paths of the plasma 

electrons due to their thermal motions. The problem is considered 

as a consistent field problem. First the motions of the plasma 

electrons in an alternating electric field are calculated ard then 

the resultant electric field due to the motions of the plasma 

electrons is fowid and equated to the assumed field. 

Let the assumed electric field be 

- - 
E = E cos 1cc cos 't (1.3S) xp 

The force on an electron in an electric and a magnetic field is 

f=-eF-evxB (1.36) 
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so that Newton's law becomes 

2- - m!_=_eBxE -e E coctco1c (1.37) 
z X p o 

dt2 

for the magnetic field in the z direction and the electron at x = x. 

The solution of this equation for i which is the motion of an 

electron between collisions, is the suri of a complementary function 

-;r and a particular integral i The comp1exaentry function, which is 

the solution of the equation with zero electric field, is a circular 

helical motion and represents the thermal motions. The particular 

integral is a plane elliptical motion and represents the plasiìia 

oscillations (73, p. 1297). 

The x component of equation (i .37) is 

¿w 
X 

dt2 dt 
e/in E cos kx0 cos ()t (1.38) + A) 

eB 
u1ng the relation o - 

C ni 

The y component is 

d2w dw 
y X 

- -=u (1.39) 
2 C 

at dt 

and the z component is 

d2w 
z =0 (1.!o) 



The motions in the x ani y directions are coupled because of the 

magnetic field The first integra]. of equation (1 .39) is 

dw 
= ú + constant. (1 .L1) 

The constant term is a steady drift velocity in the y direction 

'which we set equal to zero. 

Substituting equation (i .Li.1 ) into equation (i .38 ) yields 

d2w 
X 2 e 

dt2 X ni p o 
COS ()t (i .12) 'w =--E cos 

The cqlementary function of this equation is 

u A cos (t + (i .i3) 
X 

and the particular integral is 

sx 
ni p 

2 
COS kx0 coz )t (i.1ì.) 

C) 

The y coronents of the solution are obtaineJ by u.ng equation 

(i.t1). The complete solution then is 

-;=-+- (1.1) 

u=EAcos t + ) +A sin(c t + 

+r 1, t (i.h6) 
z 
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er - -+ - 
5= 

2 2 
cos lac I cos Ú)t + - sin t] (1 .ii7) o[ x U) 7 

U) 
C 

v-I. 

where A - is the raIius of the thermal helix. 

The equilibrium position of a plasma electron changes with time 

because of its thermal motion. The x component of its thermal motion 

is 

x = X0 + u = + A cos ( t + (i.L18) 

where x0 is the x coordinate of the center of its thermal circle. 

Putting this value into the equation of the electric field we get 

E cosk1x +Acos(U) t+ct)] CO5(A)t (1.li9) 
-s. 

xp Lo c 

which is the electric field that the electron sees. The expansion of 

equation (1.Li9) is 

E=EE cos U)t[cos icc0cos [icAcos (o t + 

- s-i_n lac0 sin [ kit cos (û t + )] 
J- 

(1.50) 

1hen the radius of the thermal helix A is very small compared with a 

wavelength, kA approaches zero and the electron sees an oscillating 

electric field E cos kxc, of essentially constant amplitude, and 

equation (i .L2) is the correct equation of motion. i:hen kA 15 finite, 

the electron sees an osciflating electric field which is amplitude 

modulated at the cyclotron frequency rate. This situation will be 

discussed later. 
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rquation (i .20) gives the relation between the electron 

displacements arid the electric field produced by these displacements 

for electron displacements and electric fields which are functions 

of x and t only. 

X en " X (1.51) 

The electric field E is the resultant of' the fields from all the 
X 

particles. The imìividual particles have random phase anales 

between their oscillations of frequency c and so the displacements 

are summed over all the phase angles to Lind the total field As 

/2Tt 
co t + a) da O the contributions of the thermal motions 

to the resultant electric field average to zero and 

L 
: 
= 1cc0 cos t (1 .52) 

for steady state oscillations. 

Substituting this expression into equation (i .hh) gives 

2 2 
) +Ú: (1.53) 

r 2 11/2 

Ó) 

L i 
was found to be the angular frequency of oscillation 

of plasma electrons with a density n not in a magnetic field and will 

hereafter be called the plasma angular frequency. The natural 

frequency of plasma electrons in a magnetic field is thus a function 

of the electron disïty and the maietie flux density. The 
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oscillation frequency is always greater than the cyclotron frequcy. 

The ratio of major to minor axes of the elliptical motion is 

SI 
xi 
__ max (i.t) 
SI 

C 

so, as ncreas.zs, the ellipse becies arrower and approaches the 

straight line motion obtained dthout a magnetic field. Also () 

approaches 
, 

the oscillation angular frequency obtained 4thout a 

magnetic field. 

aye pragation through a plasma with no thermal motions across 

a wdf arm static maetic field 

Let us consider a more general derivation which also gives the 

dispersion relation for the electromagnetic waves traveling through 

the plasma. Etarting with Maxwt two curl equati ons 

-,. -,. aD VxHJ+ 

- B I Vx- 

the curl of each i s taken and combined with the other. 
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y x - y - x ir 

- - 2 
- (i .;7) 

t2 

2- - - a - -* i-I VxVxHVxJ+EyxEVxJ 

The current density Tis given in equation (i .OL1.) 

- a) 
J = - en (1.S9) 

Putting this expression into equation (1 .7) ai1 using Newton's force 

equation gives two equations in two unknowns, and 

2- 2 
-4. 2 t. yxyxE-en - , (i.6o) 

t& tc. 

2- - 
d S dS -b 

In r +e-xß+eE=O 
dt' dt 

(i.61) 

Let the waves travel in the x direction arid let the magnetic 

flux density be in the z direction. The general expressions for 

ii, an:1 ? c ontain c cxriponents in all iirecti ons. 

?r E cos (t t ) +' E sin (cot ± k) 
X X 

+ ; E cos (cot lcx) (1 .62) 
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- -ø I1 H sin(t±kx)+H cos(t±kx) XX 71 

+ H sin (t ± kx) (1 .63 
z z 

-..= 
cos (t t 1(X) + sin (t t ) 

S cos (ot t kx) (i.6!) 
z z 

The cur]. curl vector identity is 

VxVXV V'i-V.VE (1.65) 

'ritten out in coiîonent form 

arid 

also 

- 2 
V V E E (-k ) E cos (oit t kx) (i .66) 

X X 

VVk2[ÇEC05(0t)yEy 

sin (t ± kx) + E cos (cLt ± lOE)] (1.67) 
z z 

y x enic cos (t ± lOE) ± r yz zy 

sin (t ± JOE)] (1.68) 

The x, y, and z coniponents of equation ( i .60) becorne 
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... r 

E L 
O -Ler2S + 2E] cos (cùt ± kx) (1 .69) 

X X 

__ r 2 

L 
k - + pEc2i 

] 
sin (t ± kx) (1 70) 

y y y y 

2.. i 

(cat ± 1cc) (1.71) 
[ 
k2: - en2S + _ 

j 

COB 

and from equation (i .69) we get, as before, 

E (1.72) 
X X 

From equations (1.70) and (1.71) we obtain 

en 2 

E 
-r 

(1.73) 222 

en 2 
CL) S 

E z 14 
E 
z 2 22 

-c k 

here i/ equals the velocity of licht squared. 

1/i = (i .7S) 

The solution of equati on (i .61), neglecting the rand thermal 

motions, is 
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L 
-# -, m 

I E + E i cos (t i) 
2 2 L x c yJ 

Ca) 

__ L 
+E 8in(t±1cx) 

2 2 x yJ 
(a) 

+z2 2 
E cas (t ± kx) (1.7o) 

(a) 

Using equations (1.72), (1.73), and (1.Th) the components of equation 

(1.76) may be critten as 

-L E -m! x X Û) yl 
E - 2 J 

COS (cat ± j) (i.n) 
((a (a) (a) 

p C 

r 
Ca) "-c'k' L -E +. 

-: E 2 

= 
2 2 1 

sin (cit ± ) (i .75) 

2 22 . 

CA) -ak E 

.-: { 2 = .4 1 
c°s (t ± kx) (1 '79) 

(j) Ca) O) 

The dispersion relations are obtained from this set of equations. 

The uniform magnetic field couples a transverse E and the lon- 

tudinal E components of the wave so a wave is never purely lon- 

tudinal, and is purely transverse only when E and E O hen 

the magnetic field is zero, c 
L , the wave types are uncoupled and 



re obtain the diperøion relation for the lontudina]. plasma waves 

from equation (1.77) 

t 
03 0) 

2o 

(1.8u) 

as before. The dispersion relation for the E component of the 

transverse electromagnetic waves is obtained from equation (1 .78) 

032 
c2k2 + 032 (1 .81) 

1"hen (ù) also equals zero it becomes tI dispersion relation for an 

electromagnetic wave in free space 

2 22 
03 =ck (i .82) 

which is also the dispersion relation for the wave with its electric 

field in the direction of the miform magnetic field as obtained 

from equation (1.79). 

hen is not zero, the longitudinal and transverse waves tend 

to become uncoupled in the limit that ck becomes much larger than 

and 
03 . 

For the plasma waves in this eeriment with a plate voltage 

of 600 volts, ck/03 equals 2O.6 . The ratio of the plasma electric 

field F to the small transverse electric field E accipanying the 

plasma wave is 

E 032 c2k2 
h2S.5 - (1 .83) . - 

E 
032 

0) 0) 
C C 
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The ratio £_ ranges froi 2 to about 1h so is practically zero and 

the p1aa wave is almost purely longi.tudinal. The dspersi 

relation for the plasma wave, from equati on (1 .77) is, as befe, 

2 2 2 
co + (i.8b) 

The oscillating plasma electrons radiate electrcna.gnetic waves 

with an electric field component in the same direction as the 

plasma-wave electric field and which travel away fran the plasma 

oscillations in the y and z directions. These electromaetic waves 

have the same angular frequency, ó, as the plasma waves but have a 

different pragation constant k. For these electromagnetic waves 

ck is of the same order of magnitnde as and Thus the radiated 
i-, 

C 

electromagnetic wave traveling in the y direction is not a purely 

transverse wave while it is still in the plasma. Its wavelength 

while still in the plasma is fowid by choosing the correct root fri 

the corlete dispersion relation which is obtained by eliminating E 

and T:. rron equations ( i .77) and (i .78) . Its wavelength after leaving 

the plasma region is the free space wavelenth corresponding to its 

frequency í;, which is still the same as that of the plasma waves. 

The radiated electrmagnetic wave travelin' in the z direction is 

purely transverse although very slightly elliptically polarized . The 

direction of polarization rotates about the z axis as the wave 

progresses. 

The X, y, and z components of equation ( 1 .8) are 
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1 2 
H 

] 
sin (U)t kx) (i.8S) 

L° 
2 x 

2 1 

E 
I 

H + enk S + H 
j 

cos (cot i) (1 .86) 
y C 

2 
2 

G) i 
I 

k H = ± enok 5 + H sin (ot bc) (i .87) 
Z 

Ve see that O froan eqtion (i .8w) so there is no ].on4tudinai 

conrponent of magnetic field. Equations (i .86) and (i .87) give 

+2 - C enck 
y : 22 

'j) 

H = 2 (1.89) 
z 2 22 y 

(i) - C k 

The impedance presented to the transverso components of the wave by 

the plasma is 

E -E 
z =Z _i = ; H = l 

H H k phase 
z y 

(1.90) 

The encrr flow associated with the transverse cononents of the 

wave is 



- k r 2 2 + 
I =E xII-E xH =-E sin (ct-kx) 
X Z Z y icoi Y 

+ 
. 2 2 (t kX)1 

=1c2E 
[ Z Tphase 

+ 
cos2 (ost ± I'cx) 

] 

E 
2 

(cat ± kx) 
y 

(1.91) 
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The gas discharge diod.e tube consists of an axial filament 

within a cylindrical anode whose axLs coincides with the direction of 

the uniform magetic field. The glass envelope has a groum1 tapered 

joint, sealed with silicone high-vacuum grease, so that the electrode 

structure may be changed easily. 

The plates at the ends of the filament, shown in Figure (2.1), at 

filament potential, prevent the plasma electrons from leaving the 

plasra repon along the magnetic field direction. The magnetic field 

restricts the plasma electron flow across the magnetic flux lines. 

Thus the combination of the end tabs, at a very negative potential 

with respect to the plasma potential, and the magnetic field, acts 

as an electron trat and keeps the plasma electrons in the re4on for 

a long time If the end tabs were at plate potentia]. the plasma 

would assume a potential a few tens of volts moro positive than the 

end tabs and the electrons would be trapped just as effectively 

because they cannot leave the plamma at a eatcr rate than the 

positive ions. 

The end tabs also prevent puncture of the glass envelope by the 

charged particles. ith no end tabs the inner surfaces of the glass 

walls tend to become charged a few tens of' volts negative with respect 

to the plasma potential which is apprdmately the same as the plate 
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potential and several hundreds of volts more positive than the 

filament potential. 

At the projections of tI cathode space charge sheath on the 

glass envelope in the magnetic field di?ections, positive ions can 

arrivo but plasma electrons cannot because the plasma electron 

motions are restricted to tight helices around magnetic flux lines. 

The inner surfaces of the glass walls there assume a potential a few 

tens of volts ositive 'with respect to the plasma potential. 

The otential distribution seens to act like an electron lens 

and focus some of the scattered, but still very enjetic, eirission 

electrons on the spots on the wail at the projections of the filament. 

The wall becomes heated in one spot, the glass softens and a puncture 

occurs. 

Various anode structure8 were tried, such as helical coils of 

wire or cylindrical metal sheets of various sizes. t typical tube 

consists of a helical-coil anode O.7 centimeters in diameter and 

i e6 centimeters long, a 10 mil diameter tungsten filament 2 centi- 

meters long, and end tabs i centimeter in diameter and 2 centimeters 

apart. The electrodes wore spot welded to their supports. No 

magnetic materials were used for the electrodes and suppcts so 

there would be no distortion of the magnetic field. 

The magnetic field 

The magnetIc field was produced by a Cenco No. 79,6!0 electro- 

magnet operated from storage batteries. The magnetic flux density 
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could be varied froni zero to 2OO gauss in either direction of field 

and was calibrated as a function of the magnet current by snatching 

a coil of known number of turns and effective area out of the 

magnetic field and roading the deflection of a Grassot flucneter. 

During the experiments the magnetic flux density was deterntned from 

the magnet current reading and the calibration curve Two 

calibrations six months apart gave the same calibration curve It 

was necessary to reverse the magnetic field several times at a 

constant current value to stabilize the hysteresis loop in order to 

get reproducible magnetic flux densities. 

The gas system 

A Distillation Products No. GF2 three stage fractionating oil 

diffusion pump with a Megavac forepinnp was used to obtain a vacuum 

of about one hundredth of a ricron. This pressure was measured with 

an ionization gauge and a Pirahi gauge zeroed at this valuo. Gas was 

then allowed to enter the vacuum system through a manuafly controlled 

leak which consisted of a pinch clan on a piece of rubber hose with 

an C mil diameter wire inside The wire inside made finer adjustment 

of the gas flow possible. 

Since the gas pressure in the system is negligible compared to 

atmospheric pressure, the flow through the controfled leak is not a 

function of the pressure in the system and is only a function of the 
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effective area of the orifice. The gas pressure in the system is 

thus the pressure at wbich the punqing speed of the oil diffusion 

punip equals the gas flow through the leak. 

The controfled leak gave good pressure control up to about 1 

microns and satisfactory control to several hundred microns although 

slow pressure variations Cud exist Above about 30 microns the 

forepuinp alone could riaintain the vacuum. During the experiments 

the pressure was measured 4th a Pirani gauge which had been 

calibrated against a McLeod gauge and a calibration curve made. 

The filament omission 

A storage battery supplied the filament current. For a new i O 

mil diameter tungsten filament the emission current could be varied 

fromii zero to about 0.3 amperes mith a filament current variation from 

about six to eight azeres, as shown in Figure (2.2) . Since the 

emission current is a steep function of the filament current, control 

of the latter is critical . LOW frequency noise froem the storage 

battery caused the filament current to be slightly unsteady. 

The filament is heated by positive ion bibardment as wefl as by 

the filament current Besides producing thormionic emission of 

electrons, this heat also evaporates the tungsten from the filament 

reducing the filament diameter and increasing its resistance during 

an experiment. This slow time variation of the emission characta- 

istics of the filament makes the data uxireproducible mith respect to 
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the filament current. A the resistance increases, less filament 

current is required for the same heating of the filament and there- 

fore the same emission current Heat conduction to the filament 

supports cools the ends of the filament so that the tungsten 

evaporates from the center of the filament at a faster rate than at 

the ends. This increases the resistance of the center which increases 

the heating of the center relative to the ends. Thus the wasting 

away of the filament is a regenerative process causing burn-out at 

the center after one or two days of use. A typical emission 

characteristic just before the filament burns out is shown in 

Figure (2.2). Since the nission current is such a high powered 

function of the temperature, ail the electronic emission comes from 

the center of tI filament. 

The electron density of the primary emission beam is probably 

small compared with the plasma electron density. From Figure (.i) 

the plato current is about 70 milliamperes at 10 microns gas pressure 

for a plasma electron density of iO12 electrons per cubic centimeter. 

The emission current is about a quarter of the plate current, as 

shown by Figure (.16). The cross sect±onal area of the primary 

emission beam is not known but il' it is assumed to be i square 

millimeter, the 600 volt emission electron density is about 7.5 x 10 

electrons per cubIc centimeter. 
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The pulsed anode voltg 

The anode voltage was applied in puLses to make it possible to 

use alternating current aaaplifiers in the detecting system and to 

mininiize the positive ion bombardment of the filament. The A.C. 

amplifiers avoid some of the low frequency crystal noise of the 

crystal detector as well as the inherent instability of ).C. 

amplifiers. In the auxio frequency range the noise tenperature of 

a silicon crystal is inversely proportional to the frequency (117, 

p. 193). 

The ternerature of the filament changed slightly during the 

pulse as the heating from positive ion bombardment added to the 

continuous heating from the filament current Since the filament 

temperature Increases slightly during a piase the plasma electron 

density also increaaes durmn a pulse. Usually the change in plasma 

electron density is amai]. enough so that only one oscillation node 

occurs during the pulse and it occupies most of the pulse length but 

sonetimes the plasma electron density changes enough to have two 

different modes an the pulse. 

The pulse repetition rate of the anode voltage was 30 per 

second The pulse voltage could be varied contlnuouzly from zero to 

900 volts arid the pulse length from O to 900 microseconds. The 

platte voltage pulser could supply a peak current of 2 amperes at 800 

volts or Ì. aiçeres at 700 volts. The corresponding average plate 

currents are 12 and 21 milliamc eres respectively. The pulse voltage 



was dis1ayed on a monitoring cathode ray oscilo8cope by using a 

lo to i resistance-capacitance voltage divider. The pulse height 

and length on the monitoring oscilloscope were c1ibrated by means 

of a Tektronix Type 1I oscilloscope. The f1ate current meter, 

those resistance is about 100 okuna, had a 0.01 farad capacitor in 

parallel pith it so as to read the average of the pi].sed plate 

cw'rent. The plate current during a pulse was then the average 

value times the reciprocal of the duty cycle of the pulees. A 

typical duty used was 30 pulses per second times 200 microseconds per 

pulse = 1/167. The plate current was directly prortional to the 

pulso duration so that the current eniitted while the plate voltage 

was zero contributed nothing to the plato current during a pulse. 

The microwave interferometer system 

The wavelengths of the electromagnetic waves radiated by the 

oscillating plasma electrons were measured by an interferometer 

system which consisted of a lu. by 18 inch horizontal aluminum 

interfercmeter plate above the gas discharge tube. This was driven 

at constant speed on a vertical track by a synchronous motor. A 

thick dipole receiving antenna was placed a few inches above the gas 

discharge tube. The interferometer plate reflected some of the 

electromagnetic radiation from the tube and formed standing waves in 

the region around the dipole detector. This standing wave pattern 

moved with the interferometer plato so t1 a succession of madma and 
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minima of intensity moved past the dipole receiving antenna. The 

speed of the interferoineter plate was about O.Li. centimeters per 

second. 

The receiver 

Figure (2.i.) shows the dipole receiving antenna. It is 

constructed from a i N26 crystal by turning off the crystal skirt on 

a lathe and inserting the stem of the crystal into a cylindrical 

piece of metal the saine size as the body of the crystal. This makes 

a cylindrical dipole O.SS centimeters in diameter and 1.75 centi- 

meters long which is a broadband antenna because of its relative 

thickness. 

The crystal dipole antenna receives and rectifies the signal 

which is then amplified and displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope. 

A typical signal display is shown in Figure (2.5). is the standing 

wave pattern moves at constant speed past the receiving antenna the 

operator observes the maxima and minima of the pattern on the 

oscilloscope and vites a pip for every mad.muirt or minimum observed 

by pulsing a 'aphic amieter. After ten to twenty Çip8 are recorded, 

the operator can measure the average distance between pips and the 

variaticns from tI-d.s average. The wavelength is then calculated 

using the ratio of the interferometer plate speed to the speed of 

the graphic anineter paper and the fact that the minima or madrna of 

the standing wave pattern are a half wavelength apart. 
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The average uncertainty in the wavelength measurement when done 

carefully is about 0. millimeters; the root mean square deviation 

of the wavelength measurements is about 0.3 millimeters for an 

oscillation of wavelength equal to 25.14 millimeters, as shon in 

Figure (2.3). 

The receiving amplifier gain was continuously variable from 140 

to 1.6 x 10 but the rane used was from 10 to 10g. For the 

radiation intensity measurements the gain of the antenna was 

calculated and the gain of the amplifier calibrated with the 

Tektronix oscilloscope. The amplifier bandwidth was about 10 cycles 

per second to about 2 megacycles per second. 

FIgure (2.6) shows a schematic diagram of the experimental 

arrangement. Figure (2.7) is a photograph of the apparatus. The 

gas discharge tube is shown at (A) between the pole pieces of the 

magnet (B) which is on the vacuum system table (C). The inter- 

ferometer plate on its vertical track Is shown at (Lì). Below the 

battery charger at (E) is the bank of storage batteries supplying 

current to the magnet, the experimental tube filament, and the 

preamplifier filaments The preamplifier is at (F) and the oscillo- 

scopes are at (G) on the console table (H) which also contains most 

of the measuring equipment and control devices within reach of the 

Operator. Footpedala on the floor under the table control the inter- 

ferometer plate motion. A tank of gas is shown at (I) from which gas 

is allowed to flaw into the vacuum system through the manually 

controlled leak at (J) . The bay (K) contains power supplies and the 

plate voltage pulsing eqnipment. The graphic ammeter is at (L). 
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TEAOY STATE CHJ4R&CTEISTICS 

OF THE GA'S DISCHARGE 

Kinetic theory calculations for plasma electron8 

Beforo considering the experimental observations of plasma 

oscillations let us first consider the steady state properties of 

the gas discharge upon which the plasma oscillations are superimposed. 

The plasma potential, plasma electron density and positive ion 

density are appro,cimately constant throughout the plasma region. 

Let us make sie kinetic theory order of magnitude calculations. 

Probe measurements, which are discussed later, measured a plasma 

electron temperature T about 1,6OO'K. t this temperature the 

average thermal enero- eV_ of the plasma electrons is 20 electron 

volts and its thermal root moan square velocity [r_2] 1/2 

2.66 X io8 centimeters per second. The relation between these 

quantities is 

3 eV .a-kT =-xnv 

i I - - ;-.] I [ ;i: + } ( 3.01) mIv +v 
¿ L x y z 

where k is s constant, y V V,. are the coionents of Xj 4 

the thermal velocity in the x, y, z directions respectively, and 

vi and v, are the components of the thermal velocity perpendicular 



and parallel to the magnetic field direction re8pectively. Let the 

magnetic field be in the z direction. Then 

2 2 2 2 2 
y +v v and y v 
X z 

n electron with thermal energy in a rer4on containing a 

magnetic field, but no electric field, moves in a tight helical path 

around a magnetic fLix line as shown in Figure (3.1). because of the 

equipartition of energy, on the average, one third of the energy is 

in the translational motion in the magnetic field direction and two 

thirde of the energy is in the translational motion in a plane 

perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. 

jcT+mv (3.02) 

kT=mv (3.03) 

The force on an electron in a magnetic field, but not in an 

electric field, is 

f-evxBf. (3.014) 

vhere i is the magnetic flux density and is in the z direction. 

Because of the vector product the force in the z direction f, is 

zero; the z conioonent of the velocity y,, remains unchanged . The 
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force in the x, y plane causes the electron to rotate around 

ads in the z direction with an angular frequency equa]. to the 

cyclotron angular frequency for electrons, ' 

l.J flWL. = ev (3.0) 

eB 
(A) 

(3.06) 
C in 

For a typical magnetic flux density of 8 x icr2 webers per square 

meter, or 800 gauss, the cyclotron angular frequency for electrons 

is l.liO7 x 10 radians per second. 

The radius 
2 

of the helical paths of the pla&a electrons 

with average enerr is given by 

2I2 

(3.°1) 

where =iIÏ iJ = 2.17 X io8 centimeters per second fri 

equation (3.03). The radius o. the average thermal circle is 

thus only 1.L3 x i02 centimeters. 

The mean free path of electrons L between collisions with 

neutral gas molecules of density flg is 4ven br the simple kinetic 

theory. 

(3.08) L 

L = 
- 

n n.0 
g m 
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where Dm is the molecular diameter of the gas. Using 3.1 x 10_8 

centimeters for the diameter of a nitrogen molecule as given by 

Spangenberg (120, p. 7), the electronic mean free path is L.0L 

centimeters at a gas pressure of 10 microns. 

The mean free time 7' 
between collisions of the plasma electrons 

with gas molecules and the collision rate e is given by 

(3.09) 

where for siiiqlicity in the calculations no distinction is made 

between average velocity and root mean square velocity. The mean 

free time of the plasma electrons at 10 microns pressure is thus 

1.2 X 10 seconds per collision and the collision rate 6.6 x 10 

collisions r>er second. A plasma electron makes i .32 x 10 coflisions 

during a 200 microsecond pulse. Thus the average plasma electron 

makes 3h helIx revolutions per coflision. 

The wean free path L_ of the plasma electrons is measured along 

the helical path. The distance traveled in the maietic field 

direction by the average plasma electron is 

L11 = 
-i': 

v L (3.10) 

The mean free path in the z direction is 2.33 centimeters. 

The ccqonent of velocity in the z direction is reversed tthen 

the electron comes to the edge of the space charge sheath at the erui 
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tabs. These reflections at the end tab space charge sheaths cause a 

p1asna electron to move back and forth between the end tabs in a 

tight helical path arun'1 the carne niagnetic flux line until a 

collision 'idth a gas molecule changes the a of ±ts helical path to 

another magnetic flux line which is at most the helical dIameter 

(3.036 x io_2 centimeters) away from the pro-collision aids. The 

progress of the electrons across the magnetic field thus is very 

nmch reduced by the field and becomes less than that of the slower 

and much heavier positive ions in the pressure range and magnetic 

flux density range used Collisions 'with gas molecules let the 

plasma electrons progress across the magnetic field. The diffusion 

coefficient is thus a function of the magnetic flux density and the 

gas pressure. 

A charged particle starting from rest in uniform magnetic and 

electric fields perpendicular to each other follows a cycloidal path. 

The displacement in the electric field direction for an electron is 

mE eD 
y = - - - i - cos - t) (3.11) 

B2 
e In 

The average displacement is 

- mP max y=-- -= ., (3.12) 
e 

The drift velocity w is the average displacement times the collision 

rate which also equals the mobility times the electric field strigth 



(3.13) 

For a magnetic flix density of 800 gauss the drift velocity for 

electrons, below about two millimeters of Hg gas pressure, is 

w = 8.7 F/(V'OltB) /( Clii 
microns) - (3.1L) 

cm sec 

lithout a magnetic field the simplest kinetic theory gives the drift 

velocity as 

i;,/(VOltS) 

w = - 2.66 x io8 
ClU Ciii et _____________ 

In P/(microns) sec (3.15) 

thich iields about one half the e,qerimerital value For example, 

w = 5 x 1O centimeters per second for electrons in nitrogen at 

= 
i o volts/cm/nm of Hg as given by Rossi and Staub ( i i 2, p . 9). 

The electron mobility transverse to the magnetic field is thus 

reduced by a factor of the order of 50,000 for B = 800 gauss and 

P = 10 microns. Increasing the gas pressire increases the electron 

mobility ith a magnetic field but decreases the mobility with zero 

magnetic field. 

The relation between the diffusion coeíÎicients ) and the 

mobilities is 

oxx_ D_ 
(3.16) 

_Lxx_ 
U -e 



ry 
____ (3.17) 

e 

so the mobilities are frOEn equzttion (3.35) 

iL. 2 - 2 
(3.18) 

- e +c*: 
- C 

e __________ (3.19) L = 
¿x+ 1i..e2 2 

C+ 

These vary in the sanie way pith presswe as the diffusion 

coefficIents shown in Figure (3.i.i.). 

Effective mean free .aths 

The mean square effective free path in the x direction G2 , 

due to collisions with gas molecules and magnetic field restriction, 

is now calculated. 

Figure (3.3) sho't..'s the projection of the helical path of ari 

electron onto a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field The 

electron suffers a collis!on at O arid then starts out in a direction 

whose projection is in the direction U. The projection of its path 

describes this thorr'.al circle of radius A imtil the next collision. 

The path length along the cyclotron orbit is s; is the distance 
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between the particle position projection and the position of the 

last collision and Ø the anglo between Q1. and the projection of the 

initia], direction after the last collision. 

and 

FrOEU the geovietry of the figure, 

G12 2A2 (i - cos 2Ø) (3.20) 

s = 2AØ (3.21) 

The electron projection travels along the thernal. cyclotron orbit 

with constant velocity v,1 between collisions. The probability that 

an electron 'will travel a distance s or more is exp (- -) 'where L.. 

is the mean free path in the transverse plane due to collisions 

alone. The probability that an electron will travel a distance s 

and then suffer a collision in the next de is 

s+ds t a ds 
exp (- ;) - exp (- 

L,, 
= exp -t: 

ri 
(3.22) 

The mean square of the effective free path in the transverse 

plane 2 
given by the square of the distance G, times the 

probability of having this effective free path integrated over the 

ihole range of the path length and the thermal velocity distribution. 

= 

/100 

G12 exp ' 

da 2 

o o 
ri-' : 2ß y1 ep (-f32v12)dv1 (3.23) 



F'ro!n equations (3.20) ar (3.21) 

00 

____ s - 2 V12 s 

2 
(1-cos )exp-)- 

- 00 43 

v-I. 

C 

2 2 
2 vjexp (- v ) dv1 (3.2L) 

.- 
L1 

- rn . . -.- 
where p = ,., . Ior a constant mean free time j - - with respect ¿i 
to the velocity distribution, the integrals are easily evaluated. 

The solution ïs 

where 
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1'hen the collision mean free path L is large compared with the 

mean radius of the theriial circle a, which may also be called the 

magnetic mean free path, the mean square effective frco path L12 

2 .) 2 
equals 2A and 'when A A, (. equals 2 The mean square 

effective transverse free path G2 has components in the x and y 

directions, 

Q+Q =2G - . (3.27) - 
y X 



3iffusi on coefficients 

The collisions start the electrons off in a new ramlom 

direction so the new helical aids is in a random direction. If 

there is an electron density gradient, more of the electrons in the 

higher density region are displaced by the collisions into the lower 

density region than are displaced by the collisions from the lower to 

the higher density region. À diffusion current then flows according 

to the equation 

+ e D_V n_ (3.28) 

=3 
where i) is the diffusion coefficient, which will now be calculated. 

Àeferring to Figure (3.2), the number of particles per second 

which suffer a collision at position x2 in a volume dx1 d dz an x 

distance (x1 - x2) away from position x2, is equal to the number of 

particles in the volume at position x2, [nx (x0 - x2)] 

o X0 

dx., dy dz, times the collision rate e times the probability that a 

particle will travel a distance (x - x2) and then suffer a collision 

in dx1, 1/h exp 
{ _ 

X2 

j 

dxi 
w1ere 

ci 
the x component of the 

effective mean free path. o factor of 1/2 is introduced because 

only 1/2 of the particles on the average travel toward X1, the other 

half traveling' away from x1 after a collision in dx2. The other 

factor of 1/2 is the projected area of a unit surface at x X0 

averaged over all angles of incidence. The net number of particles 



per 5econd transferring between positions x1 and x2 is thie 

expression minus a similar expression representing the transfer of 

particlee in the reverse rlirection. The total current density 

through position x0 is the integral of this expression with X2 

integrated from - oo to x0 and X1 integrates froi x to °° , divided 

by the area dy dz, m].tiplied by the charge on the particlee, -e for 

electrons, and averaged over the velocity distribution. 
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The solution of this equation is obtained by integrating by parts 

twice. 

X Je 
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o 
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there G2 is the mean square effective free path in the x direction. 



Because of the magnetic field the medium is anisot.ropic to 

diffusion and the diffusion coefficient is a tensor The quantity 

G2e 
X 

in equation (3.31) is the D, component of the diffusion 

coefficient tensor. 

f) , ri 
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(3.32) 

The diffusion coefficient i) becomes 
XX 

e ___ D = ! e = D (3.33) 
XX 14 2 - - 
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Then the collision mean free path is long coared rith the helical 

path radius, the collisions help the diffusion across the magnetic 

field. When the collision mean free path is short compared 4th the 

helix radius, the diffusion across the field is hindered by the 

C OUI si ons. 

The transverse collision mean free tath L1 is 

(33) 

so D can be written 
XX 



since 
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D =- - iv2 - D (3.35) 
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FrOEn equation (3.08) 
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Equation (3.35) boces 

(2.66 x 1O cm/sec)2 6.59 x 100 
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below a few millimeters gas pressure, and is plotted as a function of 

pressure, along with the diffusion coefficients for the positive ions, 

in Figure (3.14). 

Negative ion fornation 

Let us consider the possibility of negative ion formation in 

the discharge. For electrons below about one electron volt an 

attachment process is 

°2 e(O2) (3.141) 

where the negative molecular oxygen ion is vibrationally excited and 

im.tst be stabilized by coflision deactivation. The attachment 

probability for this process is about i .2 x 1( attachments per 

collision at O. electron volts as shown by Massey (87, pp. 8-ó3). 

A second attachment involving electrons with energies of one electron 

volt to about three electron volts is 

°2 e-+(02) ' (3.142) 

which can be Interpreted as arising from capture to a higher 

electronic state, or states, of 02 with subsequent coflision 

stabilization. This process has an attachment probability of about 

3.7 X per collision at 2.0 electron volts. 



A third attachment process which occurs for electrons with 

energies of about three electron volts to ten electron volts is 

02 + e-s.0 + O (3.)43) 

where the products are unexcited. This rocess has a cross section 

of about 8 x square centimeters. a fourth attachment 

process occurring for electrons with engies from about ten electron 

volts to nineteen electron volts is 

- I 

02 + e-+0 + O (S50) (3.L)4) 

where the oxygen atom is in an excited state. The cross section 

is about 1.3 x io'20 square centimeters. Above about nineteen 

electron volts some negative atomìic oxygen ions are formed by the 

proce s s 

°2 e-'O + O + e (3.145) 

with a cross section cr of about 2.2 x io19 square centimeters but 

this does not subtract from the plasma electron density. 

For water vapor, attachment sets in at mean energies of about 

0.1 electron volts and rises steadily with increasing energy up to 

about three electron volts above which the attachment coefficient 

remains approximately constant at about 1O attachments per 

collision. The process responsible for the high energy attachment 



is probably 

t120 + eH + 0F1 

For the 20 electron volt plasma electron energy distribution, 

process (3.143) iïelds the most attachments. The attachment rate 

is about 

y o y no 6960 attachments per second (3.141) 
02 C 

2 

for electron volt electrons at 10 microns, where no is the number 
2 

of oxygen molecules per cubic centimeter and O the attachment cross 

section for process (3.143). At 22 degrees centigrade the saturated 

vapor pressure of water is 26.1414 millibars or 2.61 percent of the 

gas molecules are water molecules. The attachment rate is 

y 
1H20 = H0 

20 = 

attachments ter second (3.148) 

for electron volt electrons where P. is the attachment 

probability ocr collision ith a water nolecule and L H 
the 

2 

mean free path between collisions with water molecules. The atth- 

ment to water molecules occurs over a greater energy range than the 

attachment to oxygen molecules so the total attachments to water and 

oxygen are probably roughly the am. 

The mean square displacement of the plasma electrons in a 

direction transverse to the magnetic field alter a time t is aven b 
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= t (3.i9) 

where I) is the diffusion coefficient for electrons in a direction 

transverse to the magnetic field. After a time equal to the average 

i i 

life of an electron before attachment, t - the root mean 
y 2y0 

2 

square displacement is O.7S1 centimeters or about two times the plate 

radius for an electron distribution of 20 electron volts average 

energy and a magnetic flux density of 30O gauss. 

Very few of the plasma electrons attach to electronegative 

molecules before being collected by the plate . This is shown 

ecperimenthlly by the oscillations with the same wavelengths, and 

therefore the saine plasma electron densities, giving the sarie plate 

currents, witliln the ecperimental accuracy, for both air and 

coiìmiercial tank nitrogen as in Figure (3.). The diffusion 

coefficients and mobilities aro different for electrons and negative 

ions so the sric plasma electron densities should give different 

plate currents if negative ion formation were appreciable. The 

ionization probabilities for air and nitrogen are the same above 

about )40 electron volts and nearly the same down to their ionization 

energies so the emission current required to give a certain 

ionization rate is about the same for both gases. 

Since the angular cyclotron frequency for electrons is larger 

than the collision frequency below a few millimeters gas pressure 

equation (3.h9) becomes 



2 
V 9 

2 
(3.0) 

P 

t t 

there P is the attacInent probability per collision and 9 the 

collision rate with electronegative molecules. Both 9 and are 

proportional to the pressure so the mean square displacement before 

attachment is not a function of the gas pressure below about a 

millimeter of mercury gas pressure. The root mean square displacement 

before attachment however decreases with increasing magnetic flux 

density and at higher flux densities electron attachment forming 

negative ions becomes appreciable. The negative ion formation 

subtracts from the plasma electron density. 

In an encounter with a metal, a negativo ion can lose its 

electron easily to the metal provided the work function of the metal 

is greater than the detachment energy of the ion. For in this case 

there is an unoccied level for the electron in the metal, with 

ener equal to that of the level which it occupies in the ion, id 

the transfer will be a resonance phenomenon. 

No reliable data on the recombination of electrons with positive 

ions are available. The approximate value of the recombination 

constant for electrons in argon is stated by Rossi and Staub (112, 

p. 1L) to be r = 2 X 10 cubic centimeters per second. The values 

of f3 for other gases do not seem to differ materially from that 

relative to argon. For a plasma electron density of io12 electrons 

per cubic centimeter this gives a recornbination rate of 200 per 
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second. The recombination rate exceeds the attachment rate when the 

plasma electron density exceeds about / x 1U electrons per cubic 

centimeter. 

Kinetic theory calculations for positive ions 

Measurements of the current to the end tabs during an 

oscillation ve nositive ion velocities of about x 1O centtheters 

per second. This gives a positive ion average enerr of 1.6 electron 

volts and a positive ion temperature of 1t1,12.i°K. The cyclotron 

angular frequency is x 1O radians per second for atomic sir 

ions In a magnetic flux density of 800 gauss. The radius of the 

helical path of a positive ion of average enerr is O.7L centimeters 

or about equal to the anode diameter. The mean free path of the 

L 

neutral gas molecules is L . Using this value for the mean 
g 

free path of the ions, the result is O.71 centimeters so the magnetic 

field doesn't affect the positive and negative ion motions very much. 

The positive ion collision rate is 7.0 x lO collisions per second or 

1140 collisions per 200 microsecond pulse. 

The air atoridc positive ion drift velocity is 

Wi = 9.77 x 1O 
E/( volts) 

cm cm 
P/ (microns7 (3.S1) 

for gas pressures above about 10 microns of mercury. The positive 
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ion mobility is larger than the electron xiobility for pressure less 

than 140 microns. 

The positive ion diffusion coefficient in a direction 

transverse to the magnetic field is 

D 
3($2 ,2) YY+ 

= 5.83 x 10 PJ(rnicrons) 
2 

_________________________________ cm (3.2) 
L&.9x1&P2/(microns)2+3x1011 sec 

2 

i) - i i 9 x i o6 cm2 
zz+ P/(microns) ;;. 

These diffusion coefficients are shown as a function of the gas 

iressure ïn Figure (3.14). 

The gas teriperure correction for the Pirard. gauge 

(3S3) 

An error in the pressure measurements results when the Pirath 

gauge is cali'ated at room tea1ure and then used at a higher 

gas temperature as in the arc discharge during an experiment. The 

gas at higher than roan temperature causes the saine cooling of the 

Pirani resistance vire in the vacuum system as the gas at a lower 



pressure and temperature. The Piran! gauge thus reads too low a 

pressure for the heated gas. 

The rate of heat loss from the Piran! resistance wire to the gas 

is equal to the product of the energy lost per collision of a gas 

molecule with the wire, which is propctional to the temperature 

difference between the wire and gas, and the number of collisions 

per second, which is proportional to t1 product of the velocity of 

the gas molecules and the gas density. By equating the rate of 

cooling of the resistance wire, at an absolute temperature T2, by 

the gas at absolute room temperature T3 to that of the gas at a 

higher absolute temperature T1, we obtain the ratio of the true 

pressure P1, of the gas at the higher temperature, to the pressure 

reading P0 of the Piran! gauge calibrated at room temperature. 

P T, - T 
- F0T2-T1 T0 

C 3 . 5L) 

The temperature of the Piran! resistance wire is about 1OO degrees 

centigrade. The gas temperature during an experiment, with a 

typical value of plate current during a pulse of forty milliamperes, 

was about 60 degrees centigrade as measured by a thermometer inside 

the envelope about one inch away from the tube electrodes. For a gas 

temperature T1 of 70 degrees centigrade, which corresponds to a peak 

plate current of about 160 milliamperes and a room temperature T of 

pl 

22 degrees centigrade, the pressure ratio - is i .23. 

2 
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À more fundamental quantity for the kinetic theory calculations 

is the gas density since it determines the mean free paths of the 

charged particles in the gas discharge. The ratio of the true gas 

density n1, to the gas density n0, calculated from the measured 

pressure P and the room temperature T0, is 

n1 T -T 
2 o -= 

n T -T 
VT1 o 2 1 

For a gas temperature of 70 degrees centigrade this gas density ratio 

is 1.06. The error in the mean free path calculations caused by 

using the measured pressure po and the room temperature T0 instead of 

the true pressure P1 and the true temperature T1 is thus of the sanie 

order of magnitude as other kinetic theory approdmations. 

From the equation of state 

Ply = (3.6) 

where P1 is the pressure exerted by N gas molecules in a voiwne V and 

with a gas temperature T1, the molecular density of the gas is gLven 

P F 
N 1_ o 

flg =i7 (.5i) 

For a typical measured pressure P, of 10 microns of mercury at a room 
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temperature T0 of 29K the molecular d.ensity is 3.28 x 1O mole- 

cules per cubic centimeter. 

Filament life tests 

A filament life test showed that a tungsten filament 10 mils in 

diameter in a discharge in air at 100 milliamperes plate current 

during the pulses, l microns gas pressure, 800 gauss magnetic flux 

density and 600 volts pulsed plate voltage at a duty cycle of 

lasted 24.7 hours ith the filament current changed continuously to 

maintain the plate current constant. The filament current required 

to give a constant emission current decreased linearly from 7.3 

amperes at a rate of 1.36 amperes per hour. The filament burned out 

when the filament current decreased to 0.9 amperes. 

Filament life tests made by a previous group (i 3h, March-May 

19h9) showed that with a mil tungsten filament in nitrogen with 

100 volts d-c plate voltage, i microns pressure, 70 gauss, and 10 

milliamperes plate current the filament laated 0.8 hours. Spangen- 

berg (120, pp. 35-38) shows that the life of the 10 mii filament 

should be about to 6 times the life of the mil filament for the 

same emission current. In the first case positive ions bombarded the 

filament only during the pulses with a duty cycle of and in the 

second case positive ions bnbarded the filament continuously. 

A nii.l tungsten filament in air with 600 volts pulsed plate 

voltage, 1 microns pressure, zero magnetic field, ar 2 milliamperes 



plate current during the pulses lasted 2.1 how's. Ith zero magnetic 

field the eìssion electrons travel directly to the plate with little 

ionization. The plate current is then essentially the eia.on 
current. Twenty five milliamperes emission current compares with 

the 100 milliamperes plate current of the other life tests if the 

plate current is one quarter emission current and three quarters 

ionization current which is about the proportions shown in Figure 

It seems that any knocking-out of tungsten atoms, or groups of 

atoms, froìa the filaient surface by the collisions of the air atomic 

positive ions with the filament sw'face does not have a large effect 

on the filament life. Positive ion bombarthîent may decrease the 

filament life b a factor of 2 or 3. A reason why the positive ion 

bombardment does not have a greater effect is that the bombardment 

occurs over the entire filament while the critical region for 

filament burn-out is the small hottest region in the middle of the 

filament. Calculated filament lifetimes defined as the time 

required for a 10 percent reduction in mass through evaporation give 

filament lives over a hundred times larger than those obtained 

experimentally even without positive ion bombardment because of the 

regenerative process leading to the filament failures, the attacking 

of the hot tunpsten by water vapor, and the impairment of emission 

from tungsten by nitrogen nonessitating a higher cerating 

temperature. 



One of the inortant effects of the presence of gas molecules 

in electronic devices is the chemical action at the electrodes. 

Tungsten, when hot, is effectively attacked even by traces of sorne 

gases, particularly water vapor. E17d.ssion from tungsten is impaired 

by other gases, especially nitrogen, but in the presence of mercury 

vapor and the noble gases it is unaffected. }iercury vapor has a 

lower ionization enerr than the noble gases. Negative ions form 

but rarely in the noble gases or in mercury vapor. 
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PROBE EASFTS 

Positive ion collection by the probe 

The plana electron temperature wa rìeaured by a probe, the 

circuit diagram of which i5 shown in Figure (Ii.2) . The current i 

collected by the probe is measured by the nicroainineter G. From the 

variation of the probe current i, as a function of the voltage V on 

the probe, the electron temperature can be determined. The pres&ice 

of the magnetic field coniplicates the interpretation of the data and 

makes the deternination of certain desired quantities not accurate. 

vhen the probe potential is strongly negative with respect to 

the plasma potential, 'which is near the plate potential, the probe 

collects only positive ions and repels all plasma electrons, as 

explained by Loeb (7Li., pp. 232-26). Â positive ion space charge 

sheath thus forms around the probe. All of the positive ions which 

cross the sheath boundary fall down the potential energy hill and 

are collected. 

The probe consists o a ten mil tungsten wire covered with 

glass except for the exposed tip, which is approximately spherical. 

The glass covering is to insulate the probe frcmt the plate, through 

which the probe passes, and to define the collecting area of the 

probe tip. The probe tip was about halfway between the center of 

the plasma and one end-tab and at a radius of about 2 xniflimeters 

froen the filament. 
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The magnetic field does not bend the paths of the positive ions 

very much so that the collecting surface of the probe for positive 

ions is approximately the boundary between the probe space charge 

sheath and the plasma. Th boundary is spherical with area 

F t1n rF2 where rF is the radius of the outer edge 
of the space 

charge sheath. Owing to their heat motions the positive ions diffuse 

into the sheath across the area F+ giving a positive probe current, 

2 + v, e 

i+l41rF (Ii. .01) 

The space charge limitation inside of the sheath also gives a current 

value 

i = 2e (vB_y) 
3/2 

+ 9 ij (2) (L.L2) 

for positive ion flow inward between two concentric spherical 

electrodes, where (_a2) j a correction factor depending on the 

ratio of rF/r where r is the probe tip radius and VB and V are the 

plasma and probe potentials respectively. Spangenberg (120, p. 825) 

gives 
(2) 

as a function of rJr. The sheath radius rF such 

that these two current eressions are equal. The sheath thickness 

increases with increasing difference Letween plasma and probe 

potentials. The probe tip radius r is only approximately known but 

the radius of the collecting surface for positive ions rF 1. a low 



powered Thnction of r so an wtcertainty in knoving r 18 not 

reflected strongly into the accuracy of the positive ion current 

to the probe. 

en+lr+ 
The factor in equation (b.OI) can be evaluated by 

measuring the positive ion current 'ET 
to the ex tabs, 'which 

collect only positive ions. 

'ET 
env 
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(h.03) 

The average end tab current was O.1 milliamperes aix! the er1 tab 

area, for both tabs together, was 0.883 square centimeters for a 

certain measurement so equaon (L.oi) becomes 

1 rp2 2.138 n.Uiamperes por square centimeter (h.OLi) 

The constant in equation (L.O2) can be evaluated and the equation 

becomes 

(vB_v)3/2 ameres 
(.o) 1 x 10_8 

(-a2) (volts)312 

Equations (14.014) and (L.o) together give the positive ion current 

to the probe as a function of the plasma-to-probe voltage difference. 
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Fiectron collection by the probe 

s the probe voltage becomes more positive the m'e energetic 

plasma electrons can reach the probe tip siiríace against the 

retarding potential (VB_y). The magnetic field eatly restricts 

the transverse motion of the plasma electrons so that only some of 

those plasma electrons with helical motions around magnetic flux lines 

which pass through the probe tip, or pass within the helical radius 

of the probe tip, can be collected . Figie (14.3) shows the 

collecting surfaces of the probe for positive ions and plasma 

electrons. 

The electron current to the probe against the retarding 

potential is 

env11 e(VB_V) 
i_r_ 

2 
e{_ 

kT 
(14.O()) 

'there F_ is the circular effective coflecting area of the probe for 

electrons, the average velocity of the plasma eLectrons in the z 

direction, k Boltzmann's constant, and T the electron temperature. 

The exponential factor gives the fraction of the plasma electrons 

that have energy greater than e(Vß-V). 



The total current i + and the positive ion current i9., 

collected by the probe are shon in Figure (14.14). The difference 

of these to quantities gives the p1asra electron current, i, to 

the probe. The natural logarithm of the electron probe current is, 

from equation 4.O6) 

[_ 
enV1] e(VB_V) 

15 

t:14.07) 

This is shown by curve A in Figure (14.5), which is obtained from 

curve ¡ in Figure (14.14). The slope of equation (14.07) with respect 

to the rrobe voltage V is 

d ini 
- e 

dV 
(14.08) 

From Figure the slope of the in i curve for curve A is 

i e 

23.3 volts 

This gives an electron temperature 

= 270, 000'K 

The corresponding average enerr of the plasma electrons is 

(14.09) 

(14.10) 

eV =. kT =. e 23.3 volts = 35 electron volts (14.11) 
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hen the probe voltage becomes more positive than the plasma 

potential, the probe begins to repel the positive ions and a 

negative space charge sheath forms around the probe tip. The 

attraction of the positive probe for the plasma electrons increases 

the effective collecting area of' the probe for electrons ami gives 

a break ïn the in i curve of Figure (14.5). This bend in the curve 

gives the plasma potential. The exact position of the bend in the 

curve is uncertain witbin several volts but shows that the plasma 

potential is close to the plate potential. As the probe voltage is 

increased further the electron current to the probe increases very 

rapidly and the readings soon become unstable because the large 

probe current distrubs the plasma balances. 

From Figure (14.14), when the probe potential equals the plasma 

potential, the ratio of the electron and positive ion currents to 

the probe is 

i 
7.31414 

T: I - 0.314)4 
21.35 (14.12) 

I V=VB 

Fr equations (14.01) and (14.06) this ratio is 

= 
F 

2 
F2 

14 
(14.13) 

ij env en+v+ 

I V=VB 
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From Figure (3.1) an average plasma electron travels 6.8f x io2 

centimeters in the z direction while making one helix rotation. If 

the probe tip were longer than this in the z direction, it would 

collect all the electrons with motions around flux lines passing 

within a helical radius of the probe tip. If the probe tip had 

infinitesimal length in the z direction, it would coflect half of 

the plasma electrons with helical motions around magnetic flux lines 

which are tanget to the probe tip. The probe tip thickness is 

2.5k x io_2 centimeters so the circular effective collecting area 

of the probe tip has a radius a little larger than the probe tip 

radius. The probe coflects electrons from both the plus and minus 

z directions so the effective collecting area for electrons becomes 

F2xnr2 
- p 

(1.1Li) 

Since the plasma electron and positive ion densities are approx- 

iniately equal equation (L.13) becomes 

i 

i: ::_ (Li.i) 
+ 

The positivo ion average velocity can be evaluated from equation 

(h.o3) by measuring the end tab current during a plasma oscillation 

and calculating the positive ion density which gives the measured 

frequency of oscillation. This is shown later to be about x lO 



centimeters per second at the end tabs. The plasma electron 

velocity in the z direction is about 2.7 x 1O centimeters per 

second so the ratio i /i should be about 5LO. The positive 

- V=VB 

ion current was evaluated by measuring the current to the end tabs 

so it is the electron current to the probe which is too low by a 

factor of about 25. 

Interpretation of probe data in a magnetic field 

Before an electron can travel around a flux line which passes 

through the probe tip, it must pass through the cylindrical surface 

F' in Figure (L..3) the area of which is 

F' 2ur h 

19 

(' L. U 

where h is the length (about i .8 cm) of the plasma region in the z 

direction. The electron current passing inward through this surface 

is 

--e f , In y 
i_ eF =eF n - - n 

n 
= e2 h 8 L_ 

_2+A2 
P 

% e2rhn OA (14.17) Pn 



where 
'- i.. eff 

is the average effective electron velocity trans- 

verse to the magnetic field. The net electron current passing 

inward through the surface F' is 

-ieff 
i =F e(n-n) -net 

30 

(b.18) 

where n_ is the plasma electron density outside the cylindrical 

t 

region enclosed by the surface F and n is the plasma electron 

density inside the region. This current must equal the electron 

current collected by the probe. 

vn 
t 

e(VB_V) - 

i F e n_ - exp 
- kT 3' 

(L1.19) 
-net - 2 

Equating these two expressions and solvin for the electron density 

inside the F' region 

n 
t - 

n = 
TtrL.p) e(V-V) 

1+ exp'- 
kT } 

2 

n 
= 

i + 
14.i5 x 108 cny';ec e(VB_V) 

\J 

e( 
kT } 

n 
= - (L.2o) 

f 1(TV) 
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Combining equations (ii.19) and (b.20) we obtain the electron 

current to the probe as a function of the probe voltage. 

e(VB-V) i 
2 k_) i = 2nr e - - exp t 

(b.2i) 
- p 2 f(TV) 

1 -, 

The natural logarithm of the electron probe current is 

in i = in [.2_. ] - in f1(TV) (L.22) 

and the derivative with respect to the .robe voltage of in i is 

dliii r 1 

- el 1 I = - 
dV IcTI 

i + 
106 i e(VB_V) 

L 

e- kT ìj 

e 
= kT f (T V) 

(L.23) 
- 

The slope of the in i curve decreases with increasing probe 

voltage like curve B in Figure (!.5), which comes from curve B in 

Figure (14.4). Both curves A and B in Figure (L) are within the 

experimental accuracy of the probe measurements. 
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Fquation (b.21) says that f1(TV) times the measured electron 

current to the probe should be a purely exponential function of the 

probe voltage and that 

in 
[ 
i_(v) f1(T_,V)] 

e 3e - To evaluate the should be a straight line 'with slope 
kT - 

- T'2 

slope of this curve let us choose the two probe voltage values 

V - Vß = O and V - VB -).i3 volts. when the probe voltage is L3 

volts negative with respect to the plasma voltage 

in [i_(VB_143 f 

is about zero as shown in Figure (L.). .hen the probe potential 

equals the plasma potential, the electron current to the probe is 

i + 
I4 x 1O mJsec 

microamperes. 

u 



Then 

in [i_v)f1T_,v)] 

[ijvf1(T_v)] -in [i_vß_b3)f1(T_vß_b3)] 

¿43 volts 

x 106 nVsec 
in [i + 

= 

]+1n[7.3X1U_o] 

=30 
2 

mv 

¿43 volts 

(h. 2h) 

The solution of this transceniental equation is\j 2.78 x 106 

meters per second so that eV = kT = 21 .9 electron volts. Curve C 

in Figure (b.) shows the logarithm of the electron current to the 

probe for the case where the re.on F' is very long so that the 

plasma electron density inside the region is equal to the density 

outside the region. 

The magnetic field restricts the electron flow across the field 

so that it is i .6 times easier for the current, for electrons with 

21.9 eV average enerr, to flow in the magnetic field direction 



through the small area F_ than across the magnetic field through the 

larger area F' . hen the probe potential eqa1s the plasma 

potential the density inside the F' region is 1/2.6 as high as the 

density in the rest of the plasma. As the electron density decreases 

the slight excess of positive ions gives the region a positive 

potential with respect to the surrounding plasma. As the potential 

of the region becomes about a volt higher than the plasma potential 

the region is denied to the less energetic positive Ions, since the 

average positive ion ener is aboat 1 .8 electron volts, so that the 

positive ion density decreases with the decreasing electron density. 

The small fraction of a percent more positive ions than electrons 

keeps the potential of the region about a volt higher than the plasma 

potential. 

Compared to the average electron energy of a few electron volts 

in a glow or arc discharge, 21 .9 eV is high. The emission electrons 

have energies of 600 electron volts and an ionizing collision 18 a 

violent occurrence with the detached electron getting on the average 

about half the difference of the bOElibarding electron energy and the 

Ionization energy. A plaa electron can transfer a madnnun of aily 

2m,fl = 7.79 x 10 of its energy to a molecule during an elastic 

collision. The ionization energy of nitrogen is 15.8 electron volts 

and that of oxygen 11.2 electron volts, so there is much ionization 

and excitation by the plasma electrons as well as the erid.ssion 

electrons. 
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From equation (.21) the p1aa electron density is 2.L x 

electrons per cubic centïnmeter. From the plasma oscillation theory 

and data such as given in Figm'e (5.1) the plasma electron density 

is 1.18 x io12 electrons per cubic centimeter, or L.8 times the 

value determined by the probe measwement The probe value i s 

probably the least accurate of the two because of uncertainties n 

the probe tip collecting area, the plasma potential, and the fact 

that the probe disturbs the plasma. If the probe tip area were 

increased to define the probe tip area btter, the probe would 

collect more current and disturb the plasma even more. If the 

average plasma electron enerr were really less than the measured 

value, the measured plasma electron density would be higher and 

probably closer to the correct value. 

From equation (Ìj..03), using the positive ion density value from 

the plasma oscillation theory, the average positive ion velocity is 

6 x 1O centimeters per second and the average energy of the positivo 

ions 2.63 electron volts. If the probe value of positive ion density 

were used the positive ion average ener would be 61 .1 electron 

volts which is much too large. 

Probe measurement sources of error 

Some difficulty was experienced with the tungsten metal 

evaporating from the filament to the probe, increasing the effective 

collecting area of the probe tip and finally making a leakage path 
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along the glass probe ins].ation to the plate. After a few probe 

current runs, the data would become meaningless. However, after a 

complote scrubbing of the glass probe insulator, the data would again 

be reproducible. 

The probe measures the plasma electron density averaged over 

the time of the pulse. positive ion bombardment of the filament 

during the pulse increases the filament temerature, arI thus the 

emission current, so the plasma electron density is not constant 

during the pulse. The plate voltage pulses induced sotie transient 

voltages into the probe leads. ith such a high ener distribution 

a large part of the plasma electrons have energies greater than the 

excitation and ionization energLes of the air molecules. Inelastic 

collisions make the energy distribution of the plasma electrons 

non-Maxellian. Another source of error in the probe measurements 

may be positive ions and photons from the plasma inducing secorary 

electron emission from negative probes. The secondary electron 

emission reduces the measured electron current to the probe. This 

may explain, or contribute to, the increase of the measured electron 

current to the probe as the probe becomes positive with respect to 

the plasma potential, as shom in Figure (b.). Also, the probe area 

was not accurately known. 
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Positive ion current to the end tabs 

Figure ( .L1) shows the average plate current as a function of 

the gas pressure for an oscillation mode of frequency i .168 x lolo 

cycles p second shown in Figure The theory requires that 

the plasma electron density be a constant value of i .621 x 
2 

electrons per cubic centimeter regardless of the pressure value. 

The end tabs are the only electrodes wbich coflect only a single 

type of particle. Bohm (SO, pp. 77-86) shows that the potential at 

the space charge sheath boundary of a negative electrode is negative 

with respect to the potential in the interior of the plasma by an 

amount equal to one third the average energy of the plasma electrons 

divided by the electronic charge. 

kT 
V =_.: (.25) 
o 2e 

The velocity of positive ions at the sheath edge, if they feU 

through the whole potential difference V0 without a collision, 

would be 

-\/ 
(1.26) vi. 

V M+ 

For an electron tenperature of i SL, 600K this velocity, for atonic 

nitrogen positive ions, is 9.66 x lO centineters per second. 



The total nuriber of positive ions from the plasma arriving at 

unIt area of the sheath boundary per second is 

r' 

Ii. 
(). .27) 

as sho'wn by Kennard (61L, pp. 61-6h). The positive ion current to 

the end tabs is thus the positive ion flow [ times the positive ion 

charge e, times the collecting area of the two end tabs 2r(r22 r12) 

where r2 is the radius of the cylindrical plate, O.37 centimeters, 

and r1 is the radius of the space charge sheath around the filament, 

about 0.1 centimeters. 

Using the value of positive ion density equal to the calculated 

value of plasma electron density, 1.621 x io12 eiectrons per cubic 

centimeter, corresponding to the plasma osciflation frequency of the 

mode, i .1.)8 x 10 cycles per second, the calculated positive ion 

current to the end tab is bi milliamperes during a pulse. 

By connecting the er1 tabs to a separate lead through the glass 

envelope of the tube the current to the end tabs was measured. At 

lo microns gas pressure the average plate current is O.b8 nii.li- 

amperes as shown on Figure (.4). The end tabs collected O.lb infili- 

amperes of this current and the filament the other O.3h milliamperes. 

The end tab current divided by the duty cycle 1/167 equals the 

measured positivo ion current of 23 mLlliainperes during a pulse. 

The z component of the positivo ion mean free path is O.b13 

centimeters for a gas pressure of ten microns and the distance freni 



the center of the tube, where the enission electrons are ionizing the 

gas, to the ex tabs, is one centimeter. Most of the positive ions 

thus do not fai]. through the total potential difference V0 6.7 

volts dthout a collision and their average velocity at the end tab 

sheath is less than the value used in the calculation. 

Using the value of positive ion density froni the pla&ia 

oscillation theory the rneaeured and calculated values of the 

positive ion current to the end tabs can be equated to obtain values 

for the average velocity and the tenperature of the positive ions. 

The average velocity is ¿.3S x 
lO centimeters per second. The 

positive ion temperature is 10, 700K or i .387 electron volts, which 

is not too high a value considering the very high E/p value of 666 

volts per centimeter per millimeter of nercury. 

Figure (.6) shows the measured average plate current for the 

7 kiloegacycle mode of Figure (5.3) as a function of the pressure. 

At 10 microns the average plate current is 0.26 milliamperes of 

which 0.06 milliamperes is collected by the end tabs and 0.20 

milliar!tperes by the filanient. The measured current to the ex tabs 

during a pulse is 10 milliamperes. 

Using the positive ion density value of x i01 electrons 

per cubic centirrieter, corresponding to this mode, the calculated 

value of end tab current is 13.7 milliamperes during the pulse. 

Again the calculated value is higher than the measured value. 

Equating the measured and calculated values of the current to the 
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end tabs, the positive ion average velocity is .66 x lO centimeters 

per second. 

When the mean free oaths are of the same order of magrdtiìe as 

the dimensions of the discharge region the problem is moro difficult 

to treat mathematically than if the particles make many collisions 

before being collected, and thus hare a ternd.nal velocity 'crhich is 

proportional to the small electric field in the plasma, or if the 

particles make practically no collisions before being collected and 

thus have an acceleration which is proportional to the electric field. 

It should be emphasized that average velocity values for the 

positive ions obtained from measurements of the current to the end 

tabs are the average velocity values of the positive ions at the end 

tab sheath boundary and not the average velocity inside the plasma 

region. The measured positive ion average energLes may be high by 

about one ozer of mnaiitude since there is a voltage drop of the 

order of kTje between the plasma potential in the center of the 

plasma and the potential at the sheath edge ich accelerates the 

positive ions toward the end tabs. 

Boyd (22, p. 329) shows theoretically and eerimentally that at 

pressures below 100 microns the saturation current to a negative 

probe is considerably greater than the rand current of positive 

ions in the gas. It is very nearly equal to the value the conven- 

tiona]. theory would give if the positive ions had a tererature 

equal to that of the electrons. His eperiments with a small plane 

probe in the form of a grid, with a collector behind it, made it 
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possible to obtain probe characteristics in argon with the electron, 

ion, and secondary emission components separated from one another. 

Secondary emission from his platinum collector by photons and 

metastable particles amounted to about 10 percent of the saturation 

positivo ion current with the greater rortion being due probably to 

inetastable argon atoms. 

A floating double probe methed (61, pp. 8-68) (62, pp. lLl1- 

1h12) (79, pp. 191-210) of measuring the electron temperature has 

the advantage that it disturbs the discharge much less than the 

single probe od. The double probes cannot collect any more 

electronic current than positivo ion current. This gives the 

possibility of using larger plane probes so the collecting area is 

moro accurately i The positive ion temperature is not 

.ven by the double probe method, however, and this quantity is 

needed to determine the electron and positive ion densities. In the 

single probe method the plasma density is determined from the 

measurement of saturated electron probe current and electron 

temperature In the double probe method only the positive ion 

current saturates and so the positive ion temierature must be lomown 

to evaluate the positive ion density. The double probe method thus 

cannot be used in this problem to measure the plasma density. 
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AVELEGTH OBSERVATIONS OF PLASMA OSCILLATIONS 

Dependence of oscillation w-avelengths on gas pressure 

and filament current 

Oscillations are obtained for certain combinations of magnetic 

flux density, plate voltage, gas pressure, and filament current Lt 

any one of these is varied while holding the other parameters 

constant, oscillations occur for certain discrete values of the 

variable and do not occur for intermediate values. About ten 

oscillation modes were obtained with a different frequency for each 

mode. The frequencies progress regularly from mode to mode and have 

correspondins free space wavelengths in the range of i to IO centi- 

meters. 

For a given value of magnetic flux density each discrete wave- 

length requires a particular plasma electron density as predicted by 

the theory. This particular plasma density however may be produced 

by various combinations of gas pressure, plate voltage, and filament 

current. 

Figure (.i) is a typical set of data showing the measured free 

space wavelengths of the oscillations as a function of the gas 

pressure. It is seen that the wavelengths of the radiation are not 

direct functions of the gas pressure because any given oscillation 

mode can be obtained at any pressure from a few microns to about 

1O microns. 
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The data were taken by holding the gas pressure constant and 

increasing the filament current, and thus the emission current, 

obtaining the discrete oscillations, or modes, represented by the 

points progressin from right to left. Then a different gas pressure 

value was used and the emission current again increased from zero 

value. This process was repeated, thus giving the wavelengths as 

functions of the gas pressure and the emission current. 

The data are not closely reproducible with respect to the 

filament current because of the wasting away of the filament by 

evaporation. They are, however, reproducible with respect to the 

plate current. Contours of constant plate current during a pulse 

are shown on the figure. Contours of constant emission current 

have the same shape as the plate current contours. 

Contours of constant filament current have a similar but 

different shape tIen the emission current contours because the 

emission current is a function of the filament current and the gas 

pressure. The gas cools the filament giving less dssion current 

at higher pressures as shown in Figure (.2). 
The wavelengths are not direct functions of the filarnerrt 

emission current because any certain oscillation mode can be 

obtained for any value of emission current, from a few milliamperes 

to a few hundreds of milliamperes, by using the appropriate gas 

pressure to yield the plasma electron density necessary for that 

particular mode. 
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Increasing either the gas pressure or the filament current, and 

thus the emission current, increases the plasma electron density. 

An oscillation which is caused to cease, by say lowering the gas 

pressure, can be started again at the saine frequency by increasing 

the filament current a suitable amount. 

High pressure limit of oscillatîons 

The high pressure limit of oscillation of a 7 kilomegacycle 

oscillation was 1)40 microns as shown in Figuro (.3). The collision 

rate for electrons at this pressure is 7.t x iO8 collisions per 

second. The plasma electrons thus make 9.L, oscillation cycles on 

the average before a collision disrts the oscillation of a 
particular plasma electron. Collisions damp the plasma oscillations. 

is 

The selectivity, or quality factor , of the plasma oscillations 

f 
o 

2n 
stored energy (.o1) - 

. 

¿f energy dissipated per cycle 

as shown by Goldman (18, pp. 13-139), where i the resonant 

frequency of the plasma oscillations and zf the frequency width of 

the resonance curve of the plasma at the half power level The 

difference between the two frequencies higher and lower than the 

resonant frequency at which the impedance of the plasma differs from 

its resonant value by a factor of is also equal toM. 
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The . of the plasma for the 7 ki1omegacytle oscillation at 1LC) 

microns gas pressure, considering collision damping only, is 

27E (9.l cycles per collision) (.O2) 

The plasma thus can be considered as a quite high quality resonant 

circuit even at this high pressure so collision damping is not the 

main factor which determines the high pressure limit of the plasma 

osciflations. 

The electrons emitted by the filament have a velocity of 

i .12 X centimeters per second after falling through the 600 

volts potential difference of the space charge sheath at the cathcxìe. 

A magnetic flux density of 800 gauss bends the emission electrons in 

a circle of radius R s L- 0.1033 centimeters The distance 

traveled by an emission electron on one loc into the plasma region 

is 2nR = o.69 centimeters per loop. 

A 600 volt electron makes ionng collisions per centimeter 

per millimeter of mercury gas pressure in air as given by Finkein- 

burg (bi, p. 9g). At 1I0 microns of mercury gas pressure this is 

0.7 ionizing collisions per centimeter. At this pressure then an 

emission electron makes 2.2 loops per ionizing collision on the 

average. After a collision the emission electron proceeds on in a 

new random direction. If about half of the collisions are ionizing 

and the rest exciting and elastic, the emission electron makes about 

one loop per collision at this pressure. 



Sorne errdssion electron! give energy to the oci11at1ng plasma 

electrons and some take energy from the plasma oscillation. à 

selection principle which allows the working emission electrona to 

give more energj to the plasma wave than the non-working emission 

electrons take from it requires that the emission electrons make 

more than one ioop. This selection principle is discussed later 

when the excitation mechanism is considered. The factor which 

determines the high pressure limit of the plasma oscillations is 

thus the failiwe of the selection action. 

The low pressiu'e limit of the plasma oscillations occurs when 

there is insuí'ficlent ionization to form the plasma. 

Dependence of plate cm'rent for a certain mode on the gs presrnre 

Let us see if the measured plate current variation with pressure 

is consistent with a constant plasia electron density for any certain 

mode. Figure (3.Lj) shows the variation of the diffusion coefficients 

and the mobilities of the charged particles with gas pressure. The 

plate coflecte al]. of tF plasma electrons because the filament and 

the end tabs are about 600 volts negative 'with respect to the plasma 

potential. 

Since the diffusion coefficient and mobility of the plasma 

electrons across the magnetic field to the plate are prortional 

to the gas pressure, a first thought might be that the plate current 

should be proportional to the pressure for a certain oscillation 



mode. This is too simple a picture however. The plate also collects 

positive ions which subtract from the Plasma electron current. 

The plasma electron current plus the emission electron current 

that is scattered to the plate by collisions, minus the positive ion 

current collected by the plate, equals the net plate current. The 

plate current also equals the positive ion current to the end tabs, 

plus the positive ion current to the filament, plus the emission 

electron current from the filament, minus that part of the emission 

electron current which returns to the filament after one loop. 

s the pressure is increased the positive ion mean free path 

and thus the mobility decreases. The positive ions then arrive at 

the end tab and filament space charge sheaths .ith a lower velocity 

so that the positive ion current is less at higher pressure for the 

same positive ion density. 

The positive ion density is such that the rate of disposal of 

the ions I equals the rate of ionization I of the gas. 

I = (5.03) 

The disposal rate is proportional to the average ion velocity times 

the positive ion density. An expression for the average velocity of 

the positive ions is obtained by considdring as a first approximation 

kT 

that the potential difference of - between the center and edge of 

the plasma, a distance apart, produces a uxdforin electric field in 

kT 

the plasma region of magnitude E = - 
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For high values of , the ion drift velocity becomes large 

compared to the ran1om velocity so that the energy gained from the 

field goes into increasing the ion drift energy. The average enerr 

gained by the ion from the field is the force acting on the ion, 

f eE, times the average distance T between collisions. The energy 

given by the ion to a gas moleciile at a collision is half the ion 

energy, on the average, and in a steady state condition equals the 

energy gained from the field. 

and 

jM (vi2 -v) = eTi5 (5.0L1,) 

- l 
vo vi (S.oS) 

where 
2 

and y02 are the mean square ion velocities before and 

after a collision. 

The velocity in the electric field direction equals 

eE I 2eE 

V V +-1t 1--\Iv 
2 x1 (5.06) 

X OX tu OX 

'where 
v0 

is the average velocity in the field direction after a 

collision and is equal to - . After a miean free time T, 
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eE 

V ()') 'frv0 (5.07) 
X OX M 

Mv 
+ 0 (5.08) 

eE 

kfter a mean free path length T 

50 

2eE 
V = 2 X!y - (5.09) 

x 
M 

2 3v M 
o 

+ (5.io) 

eE 
X 

The average ion drift velocity i8 

I 2eE T 
v-==. frv0=. 1- \J __ M+X (5.11) +1L4 

The ner1cal factor depends on the rneth of averaging, but is 

of the order of y 
o 



i °2 

kT 
i g (.12) Sn SP mg m 

where is the collision cross section of gas molecules for ions, 

flg the gas density, k Boltzmann' s constant, 
Tg 

the gas temperature 

and P the gas pressure. The positive ion current is therefore 

I2kT kT K1 n 
T g 

(S.13) 

hM S P -\fr + in 

where A is the area collecting the current. 

fraction K2 of the ion current goes to the filament and end 

tabs. The rest goes to the plate. The plato current I equals the 

positive ion current to the filament and end tabs plus the net 

emission current I from the filament. 
e 

I =K I +1 
p 2+ e 

( S . Th) 

The ionization current is proportional to the emission current I. 

I=K I 3e (S.1S) 

Putting equations (S.03), (5.13), am (S.i) into equation (5.lLi,) 

1elc1s 

K1 

p -i-- 

(K2 + ._) (.16) 1= 
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The factor is shown later to be a function of the electrode 

geometry and a slow function of the pressure, being about 0.3 at 

10 ndcrons and approaching unity at high pressures. The factor IC3 

is about .6 and is not a function of the pressure. 5 is 

approximately 

0.0097 V B d (S.1i) K- 
(volts gauss centimetors)l'2 

where V is the plate voltage, B the magnetic flux density, and d the 

plate diameter. 

The plate current varies with pressure in a manner similar to 

equation (.16) for constant positive ion density, as shown by 

Figures (.)4) and (.6). The measured functional relationship of 

the plate current and pressure for a certain oscillation mode is 

consistent with the theoretical requirement of constant positive ion 

density for the mode regardless of the pressure, current, and 

voltage. The quantitative check at lo microns pressure also .ves 

the correct order of madtude for the positive ion density. The 

lengths of the lines in Figure (S.6) indicate the range of average 

plate current within which the 7 kilomegacycle mode is obtained. 

Considering the currents through the boundary of the space 

charge sheath at the end tabs and filament, equation (.it) is 

obtained for the plate current. A different expression is obtained 

for the plate current by considering the currents through the space 

charge sheath boundary at the plate. The plate current equals the 
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net endssion current 
'e 

plus the plasma electron current I minus 

that part of the positive ion current which is not collected by the 

end tabs and the filament (i 
- 

K2) I. 

I = I + I - (i IC2) (5.18) 
p e 

The plate collects all the negative charges. Equating this 

expression to equation (5.1I) we get, as a check, 

1 = I (5.19) 

which is true because the ionization creates the positive ions ard 

the plasirla electrons at the same rate. 

Deperdence of plasma potential on gas ïressure 

The laama potential is approximately equal to the plate 

potential. It may be a few volts more positive than the plate 

potential or a few volts more negative, depending upon the relative 

average energies of the positive ions and the plasma electrons, the 

magnetic flux density, the relative area of the plate compared with 

the areas of space charge sheath boundary at the end tabs and the 

filament, and the pressure. 

If the plasma potential is a few volts negative with respect to 

the plate potential the plate collects ail of the electrons arriving 
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at the sheath boundary but collects only a fraction of the total 

number of positive ions arriving at the sheath boundary bich have 

sufficient enerr to run up the potential bill in the sheath. Those 

positive ions which have less energy than that necessary to run over 

the potential bill and strike the plate run only part of the way up 

and then drop back into the plasma 'without being collected. 

The positive ion current to the plate (1 
- 

K2) I equals one 

fourth the positive ion density times the average velocity times 

the area of the plate times the electronic charge times the 

fraction K)4 of those positive ions entering the sheath boundary that 

are collected. 

1 (1 - K2) 

eAn+K)4 eAnK t 
(.2o) 

t; really the effective mean free path oltalned by a suitable 

averaging of the transverse t and the parallel t mean free paths 

over the angles of incidence. Since the transverse and parallel 

cOnonents of the positive ion mean free path are not too different, 

the ordinarr kinetic theory mean free path is used for the 

effective mean free path. One factor of one half comes frcn the 

fact that only half of the particles in a volume are going toward 

the plate and the other factor of one half coenes fraìi the projected 

area averaged over the angles of incidence. 

The plasma electron current to the }:late I equals 1/)4 the 

plasna electron density times the plate area times the electronic 



charge times the effective mean free path divided by the mean free 

time between collisions T. 

eAn G 
r 

r - 
¿4 
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(.21) 

whare the transverse electronic mean free path is the effective 

mean free path because it is so very much smaller than that in the 

magnetic field direction. 

Since I = I_ and have 

L K14 G1 
1-K2 ( .22) 

The fraction of the positive ion current, K2 that is collected by 

the end tabs and filament equals the ratio of the area of the sheath 

boundary at the en'I tabs and filament A + A to the total effective 

collecting area of the erxl tabs, fi1arent, an.i plate . The effective 

area of the plate for positive loris is A K. 

AET+JF 
2 AET+A+AK 

p1. 

Putting this value of K2 into equation (5.22) and solving for 

3'i eid s 

(S.23) 



K 
ET + (.2L,) 

T.. t A 
+ p 

The transverse electronic mean free path equals the radius 

of the helical path for the range of pressures amì magnetic 

flux densities used and is 1.fti3 x i02 centimeters for 800 gauss 

and 20 electron volts. The mean free time betreen electronic 

collisions T is inversely proportional to the pressure and is 

X sec 
The effective collection velocity of the plasma 

?/(microns) 

electrons at the plate is then 1.017 x 10 P/(microns) centi- 

meters per second. The values of positive ion average velocity 

previously calculated are about x 
lO centimeters per second. The 

plate area is approdniately 

A = 7 0.7 cm 2.0 cm = L.71 cm2 

The collecting area of the two end tabs is ahox. 

= 2 . (°, cm)2 = 0.883 cm2 

The collecting area of the space charge sheath boundary at the 

(.25) 

( S .26) 

filament having a radius of about one millimeter is approdmnately 
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= 0.2 cm 2 cm = 1.29 cm2 (.27) 

Putting al]. these values into equation (.2L) we have 

K 
1.017 x 105PJ(microns) 1.2S9 + 0.883 

.28) 

Sx105 - 

As the pressure decreases, decreases, which rans tkt the plasma 

potential decreases so that fewer of the positive ions have ener 

enough to penetrate the sheath at the plate. At 2.2!t microns, K is 

o, no positive ions are collected by the plate, and the plasma 

potential sinks so far below the plate potential that the discharge 

goes over to another mode of operation without the positive column. 

This aprees with the break in the taate current versus pressure curve 

shown in Figure (S.2) at about 3 microns. 

Because the plasma electrons travel back and forth freely in 

the magnetic field direction, the coflecting area of a helical wire 

plate for electrons is the ssmo as the area of a cylindrical sheet 

of the saine diameter and length as the helix. ihen a collision 

knocks an electron into the space between the helical wires the z 

direction motion of the electron makes it strike the plate helix 

which captures it. The collecting area of the helical wire plate 

for pos tive ions is less than that for electrons because sorne of 

the positive ions can enter the re.on between the helix 4res and 
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then come back into the plasma region without being collected. The 

fraction K1 is thus the product of two factors K K6. 

The factor K may be called the oraqueness of the plate for 

positive ion collection. It is the ratio of the nwriber of positive 

ions coflected by the plate to the nwaber which pass through the 

cylindrical surface at the inside of the helix when the plaiia 

potential equals the plate potential. 

The factor is the ratio of the number of positive ions t.rith 

energy equal to, or greater than, the potential energy bill in the 

space charge sheath at the plate to the total number of positive 

ions. Because of the Boltzmann enerr distribution of the positive 

ions 

e(V -V ) ' 
I Ap i 

¡Ç6 = exp - 
k? 

(9) 

where is the plate potential ai V is the plasma potential. As 

K6 approaches zero V approaches minus infinity very rapidly so that 

the transition between the discharge modes with and without the 

plasma region occurs in a very small pressure rango. 

For a low pitch helical plate K was about seven tenths, there- 

fore the plasma and plate potentials are equal (K6 = 1 ) at 5.69 

microns pressure. Above 5.69 microns pressure the plasma potential 

is more positive than the plate potential ar the less energetic 

plasma electrons carmot reach the plate . The ratio L of the number 

of plasma electrons with energy equal to or greater than the 
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potential ener hifl in the space charge sheath at the plate, to the 

total nuxn.ber of plasma electrons is 

ETApKS_T_ 
A 
p o_J. 

5 x 1O 

1.017 x 1OP/(icrons) 

( e(VVà) 
exp 

- kT 
( ; .30) 

At the higher preseie limit of 1LiO microns the plana potential is 

Li2.8 volts more positive than the plate potential. 

Dependence of oscillation wavelengths on plate voltage 

Figure (5.7) shows the wavelengths of the oscillations 

obtained as a function of the plate voltage. For a gas pressure of 

lo microns arI a magnetic flux density of 800 gauss the arc strikes 

at about l2 volts. Below this voltage there is zero plato current 

and no electromagnetic noise radiation from the tube. 

Frfl about 125 volts to about 350 volts the tube generates 

electromagnetic noise radiation but no measured coherent oscil- 

lations In this voltage range the diameter of the eidssion electron 
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orbits, which is proportional to the square root of the plate 

voltage, is smaller than the filament space charge sheath thicimess 

for the low plasma electron density of the lower frequency mxles so 

the emission electrons don't get out into the plasma region. The 

higher frequency modes, with high' plasma electron densities and 

smaller filament sheath thicknesses, probably can occur in this low 

voltage range but larger values of emission current are required to 

produce the saine electron density as at higher voltages. Above about 

350 volts the emission electron orbit radii are sufficient to give 

oscillations with the wavelengths indicated. 

Figure (5.8) shows the variation of the olate current with 

plate voltage for constant pressure, magnetic flux density, and 

filament current. At 15 microns pressure the arc strikes at about 

75 volts. A the voltage increases, the plate current, and there- 

fore the plasma electron density, increases. As the plate voltage 

increases the emission electrons become more energetic. At an 

ionizing coilision between an emission electron and a gas molecule, 

increasing the energy of the colliding emission electron increases 

the average enerr of the electron knocked off from the molecule by 

the collision. The average enerr of the electrons knocked off by 

the collisions determines the plana electron temperature. 

The emission electrons can transfer only a small amount of 

enerr to the positive ions at an elastic collision because of the 

large difference in masses of the electrons and positive ions. 

However, the emission electrons can transfer a large araount of 
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energy to the electrons rcsultîng fran the ionization collision 

because their masses are the sa'ite. 

The plasma electron temperature should increase with increasing 

plate voltage. The ionization enerr of oxygen is i i .2 electron 

volts and of nitrogen 1.8 electron volts. The measured average 

plasma electron enerr at 600 volts plate voltage was 20 electron 

volts A large part of the plasma electrons are thus energetic 

enough to ionize the gas. Increasing the plasma electron temeratie 

increases the ionization rate. This accounts for the increase in 

plate current with increasing voltage. 

Figure (.9) shows the average plato current for the 143 willi- 

meter oscillation of Figure (.7). The length of the lines indicates 

the range of plate currents in which the oscillation is obtained. 

The data points not written as lines are understood to have a similar 

range of plato current. The theory shows that the plate current for 

a certain oscillation mode is not a function of the plate voltage. 

Figure is consistent with this prediction. 

The plate current should be proportional to the square root of 

the electron temperature for a certain electron density as shown by 

equation (S.13). Since Figure (.9) shows that the plate current for 

a certain oscillation mode is approdmately constant for all values 

of plate voltage, the electron tererature ìs a low powered function 

of the plate voltage. The ionization rate is a high powered function 

of the electron temperature. 
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Dependence of oscillation frequencies on the plasma electron densiti 

It is seen from Figure (.1) that the measured wavelengths of 

the electromagnetic radiation from the plasma oscillations are 

approcbnately equal to integer subnmltiples of the cyclotron wave- 

length. The cyclotron wavelength is the wavelength in free space of 

an electromagnetic wave of the cyclotron frequency. This frequency, 

f , is 
C 

oB f 
C 2ruu 

(!: .31) 

in ?7KS units arid is therefore a function only of the magnetic flux 

density. In Figure (S.i) the dotted lines represent calculated 

wavelengths corresponding to multiples of the cyclotron frequency. 

Let us call the oscil1aton mode hang a frequency apprd.mately 

N times the cyclotron frequency the Nth mode. Figure (5.1) then shows 

oscillations in the second through the eighth mode The intensities 

of the osc±llations in the various modes aro roughly equal, the lower 

frequencies being stronger. 

Since cö = 
C' 

the dispersion relation can be written in terms 

of the mode number 

)2 2 2 2 
(A 

2 
( s 32) 

The current to the end tabs is proportional to the positive ion 



density which is in turn proportional to the square of the plasma 

angular frequency 

'ET' 
fl_L)2 (N2 1) c2 

According to the theory the current to the end tabs should then be 

proportional to (M2 - 1). Figure (5.10) shows that this is so. The 

values for Figure (5.10) are froiii the sane set of data as shown in 

Figure (5.1). The end tab current values arz obtained from the jlate 

current values and are shown in Figure (5.11). Figuro (5.12) also 

shops the emI tab current as a function of (N2 - 1) from the set of 

data shown in Figure (5.13). 

It is seen in Figure (5.11) that a greater portion of the total 

current goes to the end tabs as the plate current increases. This is 

because the space charge sheath thickness decreases 4th increasing 

positive ion density so the collecting area for positive ions going 

to the filament decreases while the collecting area for positive ions 

going to the end tabs remains almost constant. 

The values in Figure (5.13) marked by crosses were obtained with 

a cylinirical sheet anode The other values are for a helical wire 

anode with end tabs farther apart. Oscillation frequencies 

approxinately integer multiples of the cyclotron frequency were 

obtained with all combinations of electrode structures tried Thus 

the oscillation frequencies aro not critical functions of the 

electrode geometry or size. Soins of the electrode structures tried 
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'qere helical wire anodes of various nurnber of turns am various 

diaieters, cylindrical sheet anodes of various diameters and 1ength, 

various spacings axì sizes of exil tabs, aril end tabs ti1te.1 at about 

a L degree angle to the filarent direction. 

The lengths of the lines in Figure (.13) indicate the 

uncertainty of the wavelength measurerients. During a measurement, 

the operator marks pips on the graphic axmieter paper for the signal 

minima observed on the cathode ray oscilloscope. The line lengths 

represent the mañmin and rid..nimtmi pip spacings. 

Dependence of oscillation wavelengths on the magnetic flux density 

Figure (S.iL.) shows a set of measured wavelengths of plasma 

oscillations as a function of the magnetic flux density with the 

anode voltage am1 gas pressure held constant. For a certain setting 

of magnetic flux density, the filament current, and thus the 

emission current, was increased to shift across the figure, 

horizontally from right to left passing through modes of regilar1y 

decreasing wavelengths . Increasing the emission current increases 

the plasma electron density which increases the plasma frequency. 

Both the circles and the short fat lines represent experinen- 

tally observed oscillations. The lengths of the short fat lines 

represent the uncertainty of that wavelength measurement The 

solid line curves represent the calculated wavelengths corresponding 

to frequencies which are integer multiles of the cyclotron frequency. 
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It is seen that the frequencies of the observed oscillations are 

arpro±mate1y equal to integer imltiples of the cyclotron frequency 

for the whole range of rnagetic flux densities The saine frequencies 

were obtained for the different gases used (argon, nitrogen, and 

air). 

Far the lower osciUati niodes, where the wavelengtths of the 

modes are quite different in value, the interferonietcsr completely 

resolves the modes. As is also shrn in Figure (.13), there are no 

wavelengths corresponding to half' integer multiples of the cyclotron 

frequency. This is an inportant point which will be discussed 

further in a section on the excitation mechanism. Far the higher 

niinibered modes the resolution of the interferoneter is insufficient 

to c1pletely resolve the oscillations into their correct modes. 

From Figure (.i) the frequency is seen to be a continuously 

variing function ov a frequency range of two or three to one by 

varying the magnetic flux density and one other variable, for example 

the filament current, in such a way that the oscillation stays in 

the same mode. For mode number two the wavelength can be contin- 

uously varied from about 100 inflUmeters to 3 millimeters. The 

wavelength range frxi about 10 mlilimetere to about 100 mlUimotars 

can be covered continuously by using several modes. 
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Magnetic flux density lintLts of oscillations 

For small values of magnetic flux density the paths of the 

emission electrons a not bent much by the magnetic field and the 

entLsson current is intercepted by the anode. The anode diameter is 

about milliricters so the magnetic flux density which would jt 
cut off the emission current fron reaching the 600 volt plate is 

about LL1.O gauss, which agrees wefl with Figure (.1L). The cut-off 

relation does not depend on the shape of th potential distribution 

between cathode and plate for it is derived from the enerj relation. 

This imposes a lower limit on the frequency for each mode. The 

emission current must be cut off from the plate to obtain oscil- 

lutions. The cut-off is quite sharp, going from strong oscillations 

to almost none in a rance of about O gauss. 

For large values of magnetic flux density the paths of the 

eiiission electrons are bent so nuch that the emission current stays 

entirely inside the space charge sheath at the filament and never 

gets out into the plasma repon where the plasma electrons are. The 

enssion electron beun passing through the same space occupied by 

the plasma electrons is a necessary condition for the eitation of 

these plasma oscillations. 

As shown in Figure (.iL) mode two stops at about 1S00 gauss. 

This cut-off at the cathode sheath is nat as sharp as the cut-off at 

the plate . The space charge sheath thickness at the filament can be 

calclatod from the space charge limited c'urrent equation in 
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cylindrical coordinates for zero magnetic field Positive ions flow 

in the sheath from the cylindrical sheath boundary at the edge of the 

plasma roon inward toward the cylindrical filament. 

The space charge limited current I is 

____ v3/2 

r(32) (5.3h) 

where J is the length of the filament sheath, is the perrdttivity 

of free space, M is the mass of the positive ions, e is the positive 

ion charre, V is the potential drop across the sheath, r0 is the 

filament radius, (_132) is a function of ! a. given y Spangenberg 

( i 20, p i 78 ), and r1 is the radius of the sheath boundary, ali in 

14K6 units. Kinetic theory gives the current of positive ions 

crossing the sheath boundary from the plasma ro.on as 

ny e 
n ++ 

I=2nr1X 
I 4 

( . 3) 

The radius of the sheath boundary is such that these two current 

relations are equal. 

The wavelength of mode two, where it cuts off at i OO gauas is 

about 3 mIllimeters. This corresponds to a frequency of 6.7 1db- 

mogacycles and a positive ion density of 6.91 x 1O positive ions 

per cubic centimeter. 
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The radius of the orbits of the 600 volts end.ssion electrons in 

a magnetic flux density of 100 gauss is 0.5 millimeters. Circular 

orbits for the emission electrons are quite good approximations to 

their actual orbits as shown by numerical-graphical trajectory plots 

of an emission electron in the cathode sheath. This is because the 

voltage gradient is large at the cathode so that the emission 

electrons acquire their velocities quickly and the instantaneous 

radius of curvature of their orbits is proportional to their 

instantaneous velocities. 

If the average velocity of the positive ions were known 

accurately, the radius of the sheath boundary r1 could be calculated 

from equations (3L) and (.3) and then the magnetic flux density 

value found which would just prevent the emission electrons from 

reaching the radius r1 . Since the positive ion average velocity is 

the least accurately known of the parameters in equations (S.3Li.) and 

the experimental cut-off value of 10O gauss can be used to 

get a value for the positive ion average velocity. since r1 is about 

1.1 millimeters _. - 
0:127m1fl 

8.69. 

Combining equations (.3L) and (5.35) 

- ____ 
v+ - I 

v3/2 

r0r1(-2)ne 

- )4 X i .1.i55 x 1o_8(600)3'2 amperes cm3 

1.27x102cm O.11cxn(28.8) 6.91x101x1.6x1O9 coulombs 

- 1.918 x 1O centimeters per second (5.36) 
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Let u consider the changes in this calculation which must be 

made to account for the effect of the magnetic field The radius of 

curvature of the poeltive ions becomes large as they acquire higher 

velocities upon falling through the potential difference across the 

cathode sheath. The radius of curvature of a 300 volt positive ion, 

having fallen half way down the potential energy bill at the cathode, 

i 1 centimeters, so the space charge limited current through the 

cathode sheath is almost una.ffected by the magnetic field. 

The radius of the orbit R of a i .918 x centimeter per second 

positive ion in a magnetic flux density of 1S00 gauss is i .S2 'dlii- 

meters ithich is less than the transverse collision mean free path 1 

of millimeters. The magnetic field, bending the trajectories 

of the thermal positive ions, makes the effective nean free path less 

than the collision mean free path and so reduces the effective average 

velocity Yff by the ratio 

Vff 
________ 

V.L 

L2 L2 2 

(!5.37) 

ith an effective average velocity of i .91 8 x 1O centimeters 

per second, from equation (5.36), and a cyclotron frequency oc for 

atomic air positive ions of 1.028 x 106 radians per second, for 

B 1SOO gauss, equation (5.37) becomes 



i 2L 

1.918 x 1O cm/sec 

V 

_ 7.9!; x io sec V 
- 211/2 (5.38) 

[(o.581i cm)2 + (7.95 x 10 sec y) 
j 

The positive root of this biquadratic equation is V Li.O x 1O 

centimeters per second which is in fair agreement with the values of 

the average positive ion velocity of L.35 x 1O and 5.66 x 1O 

centimeters per second obtained from measurements of the current to 

the end tabs. 

The cathode sheath thickness decreases with increasing plasma 

electron density so the cut-off value of magnetic flux density 

increases with decreasing wavelength. Combining equations (5.36) aM 

(5.37) with the dispersion relation 

2 2 2 
4T2C2 e2B2 e2n 

(i) =CL) 
+) ___ ___ + (5.39) 

p 2 2 
X in 

a relation is obtained between the wavelength limit of the electro- 

magnetic radiation from the tube and the cathode sheath cut-off 

value of the magnetic flux density B max 
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2Tcm 

e 
N e2B2 

+ L 

Ll 

122N2 

+ 

9r(2) N 

in 14X3 units, which for the 600 volts plate voltage, 10 mii filament 

diameter, 10 microns gas pressure, and 1.O x lO cm/sec, becones 

10.72 x meters 

B [1 
+ 1.371 X 1O 

max 
L 

(p2) 

(5.Li) 

max 

sos x 10 

) 

1/2 

] 

1/2 
I 2.28 X 10 
t% B 

2 

with B In webers per square meter. The factor (2) j a function 

r 
of - _ 

1.302 
(120, p. 178). r B 

o 

Figure (I.1) shows the limits of the oscillations due to the 

plate cut-off, the cathode sheath cut-off and the limits of the 

wavelength measurements due to the thickness of the dipole antenna. 

The thickness of the dipole antenna, S. millimeters, becomes 

comparable to the half wavelength of the radiation for the higher 

frequencies. Figure (.1S) uses the same data as rigiire (S.1L). 

For the higher range of emission current, which should give 
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oscillations d.th free space ave1engths of the electromagnetic 

radiation shorter than 1 .1 centimeters, there is plenty of radiation 

from the tube but the interferometer fails to measure any wavelengths. 

Figure (.i6) &iows the plate current as a function of the 

magnetic flux density 'with the other parameters held constant ht 

zero gas pressure the plate current is just the emission current, 

which is cut off from the plate at the higher values of magnetic flux 

density. For finite gas pressures the plate current increases 'with 

increasing magnetic flux density above the plate cut-off value. An 

ionizing collision by an omission electron can scatter the electron 

to the plate, for the lower flux density valua8, where it is collected 

before it has made many ionizing collisions. The higher magnetic 

fields bend the eiission electron orbits so that more ionizing 

collisions are necessary to scatter the omission electrons to the 

plate. 

In Figures (;.1), (.3), (.5), and (S.?) the odd mode numbers M 

have more oscillations measured than the even mode numbers The odd 

M mode number oscillations seemed to be usuaUy stronger than the 

even mode rnimber osciflatione This could be due to a coupling to 

the electrode structure which acts as an antenna arid reradiates part 

of the enerr. 
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TKF EXCITATION NECHAI4ISM 

Standing wave pattern in the tube 

The emission electrons travel in approdrnate1y circular orbits 

from the cathode out into the plasma anl back to the cathode again. 

They thus have velocity components in the plus and minus r directions 

and in the plus Ø direction. To have a condition in which the 

enìission electrons can feed enrr to the longitudinal plasma waves 

the p1asa wave phase velocity aixl the emission electron velocity 

must have components in the e direction. 

Measurements of polarization inside the tube have been niade 

(1h, April-June 19O). The data are shown in Figure (6.1) which 

indicates that the per coupled out of the tube then a coupling 

loop was inserted into the plasnia region 'with the plane of t loop 

erperx1icular to the filanient was ip to a thousand Unies greater 

than when the plane of the ioop was parallel to the filament, or 

when a radial probe was inserted into the plasma region. This 

indicates that the electric field of the oscillations is in the 0 

direction. The longitudinal plaana waves are thus traveling in the 

plus and nilnus directions. Polarization nieasurements outside the 

tube are inconclusive because of the tube elements, acting as 

antennas, radiating the eloctrcnagnetic waves in a coniplex pattern. 

To obtain radiation of a definite frequoncy,standing waves must 

forni and build up until the radiation from this coherent oscillation 
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is appreciably larger than the transient ociUation which generate 

the incoherent noise radiatIon. Standing plasma waves in the Ø 

direction lilay be reoIved into two wavee of equal amplitude, 

frequency, and wavelength traveling in the plus and nilnue 0 direc- 

tion8. For the amplitude of the standing waves to be a single-valued 

function of position there must be an integer number of wavelengths 

around the circwference This single-valuedness condition allows 

only oscillations with certain discrete frequencies. 

The longitudinal plasria waves stax1ing in the Ø direction act 

like the anode structure of a inulti-senent.anode magnetron and an 

exciting mechanism similar to the magnetron excitation mechanism 

e,lains the generati on of oscillati one. 

Figure (6.2) shows the standing wave pattern in the plasma for 

four wavelengths around the circumference The radial dotted lines 

are the nodes of the standing waves and the arrows show the direction 

of the plasma electron displacement in each internode region at a 

certain instant. The distance in the Ø direction between adjacent 

nodes is equal to half the wavelength of the plasma waves. The 

plasma wavelength is thus prcortional to the radial distance out to 

where the wavelength is measured. 

It was shown in the first section that the frequency of the 

plasma oscillation is determined by the plasma electron density n 

and the magnetic flux density B. The oscillation frequency is 

constant throughout this region. The plasma wavelength is 

determined by the boundary conditions. The phase velocity of the 
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traveling p1aea waves is v 
= 
Xv. The frequency is constant and 

the plasirza wavelength is proportional to the radial distance r so 

the phase velocity is proportional to r. 

Let us call an oscillation with N wavelengths around the 

circumference the Nth mode and later find the relation between the 

N and N mode numbers. The Mth mode is an oscillation 'with a 

frequency approximately equal to N times the cyclotron frequency. 

In the Nth mode 

=2rr 
p 

(6.01) 

The phase velocity of the plasma waves at radius r i s 

VP = Àv =Ç r (6.02) 

The travelin plasma waves are plane waves since a surface of 

constant phase is a plane . This plane contains the filament aids 

and rotates around this axLs with constant angtlar velocity ú 

co+=!= (6.03) 
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Selection principle 

Figure (6 .3) hors an emission electron path. An electron 

thermally extitted frcn the filament at A falls down the potential 

enerr bill in the cathode space charge sheath and enters the almost 

eqiiipotential plaerna region. The magnetic field bends its trajeo- 

tory. In the plasma region its path is a circular arc. 

Those electrone which are in an accelerating force field of' the 

plasma wave when they are at position B take some energy from the 

plasma wave and when they arrive back at the filament at position C 

have niere than enough ener to run up the potential energy hill at 

the filament sheath and be collected by the filament. These are the 

nonworicing emission trans. They only xnake one excursion into the 

plaBma region. 

Those electrons wbich are in a decelerating force field of the 

plasma waves when they aro at position B give some of their enerr 

to the plasma waves. These have insufficient energy to conletely 

run up the potential enerr bill at the filament sheath. They thus 

make more excursions into the plasma. These are the working 

electrons. 

hen the phase velocity of the plasraa wave traveling in the 

plus 0 direction is such that the wave travels the path B-DE in the 

same time that the emission electron bunch travels the path B-C-E 

the emission electrons are in the same phase of the wave at E as at 

13 and thus deliver more enerr to the plasma wave. 
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If for silicity we consider the filament aixi the space charge 

sheath at the filament to have infinitesimal thicknesses, the 

emission electron orbits hecne circles of radius R which the 

electrons travel at constant speed w = &R. The distance B-D-E that 

the plasma wave travels equals the distance B-C-E travelled by the 

emission electrons Ir the phase velocity of the wave at radius 2R 

equsis the velocity of the emission electrons a net energy is fed to 

the plasma wave and oscillations are possible. Thus 

or 

2R = v w cL 
(6. Ob) 

N = 
. 

=M(J)c (6.0) 

so the two mode numbers are related by N . The angular velocity 

of rotation, , of the planes of constant phase around the filament 

axts is eaual to 

V LA) OB 

(O 

4' 
2R 2 2m 

(6.06) 

or half the cyclotron angular velocity for electrons aixl is not a 

function of the plate voltage, gas pressure, or emission current. 
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From equations (6.03) and (6.06) we see that for every integer 

number N of plasma wavelengths around the circumference there exLsts 

a plasma electron density which gives an angular oscillation 

frequency such that = = . Thus only discrete frequencies 

can be excited. 

This magnetron excitation mechanism is available for exciting 

oscillations pith frequenc1e equal ta integer multiples of half the 

cyclotron frequency but oscillations are obtaird eerimentally 

which are integer multiples of the cyclotron frequency. This 

discrepancy is explained later where a refinement of the plasma 

oscillation theory shows that oscillations tith even integer mode 

number N are unstable and tend to build up into oscillation while 

osciflations dth odd integer mode numbers N are stable and do not 

tend to increase their amplitude. 

The excitation mechanism depends upon the interaction between 

the emission electron beam and the plasma waves. The plasma waves 

modulate the emission electrons which in turn feed a net errr to 

the waves because of this modulation. Thus the plasma waves and the 

emission electron beam modulation grow or decay together. The 

collision damping of the plasma waves is sufficient to keep the 

oscillations from building up except 'when the plasma i s unstable. 

The resistance of the plasma oscillation R. equals the sum of 

the collision damping reaistance R, which is always positive, the 

plasma resistance which is negativo far the oing wave and 

positive for the decaying wave when N is an even integer and 
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otherr1se zero and is proportional to the oscillation arnplitnde, and 

the radiation resistance Etr(a2), which is always positive and 

proportional to the square of the oscillation amplitude. 

R = R + R(a2) when N is not an integer (6.07) 

p = R - Rs(a) + 'r2 when N is odd (6.08) 

rL = R0 R1 - Rs(a) + Rr2) when N is even (6.09) 

The plaauia resistance R is in general greater than the 

coflision damping resistance R so when N is even, the oscillation 

resistance R is negative at zero oscillation amplitude and the 

oscillation builds up until the radiation resistance males R go to 

zero. Then R, Rr in general Rr at rnadìnmi arlitude is 
much greater than R . en N is odd R is positivo at zero amplitude 

and only becomes negative for a finite amplitude . If the beam 

cmTent were large enough to sipply a noise amplitude of this 

magnitude the tube would oscillate. Because of the finite charge of 

an electron in combination with its random erdssion, the mean square 

value of the fluctuating component i2 of a cl .c current I in the 

bandwidthM is 

I 2 2eIM n 
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in a temperature-liiri!ted state, up to frequencies for which transit 

tires are iiiportant where the effective value of e rmst be revised 

(t8, p. 22L.) . The starting ciirrent' for odd N in the plasma-magnet- 

ron oscillator tube is in general too high, however. 

At 10 acrons gas pressure a working enission electron makes 

30.6 loops into the plasma on the average before suffering an 

ionizing collision Thi1e a nonworking emission electron makes only 

one loop. Thus spokes of negative charge build in the deceler- 

ating phase of the plasma wave traveling in the plus 0 direction and 

rotate ith the traveling wave about the filament ads with an 

angular velocity equal to half the cyclotron angular velocity. 

These rotating space charge spokes of emission electrons give energy 

to the plasma ave traveling in the plus Ø direction. The restoring 

forces in the plasma tending to make the plasma electrons return to 

their equilibrium positions couple the energy to the plasma wave 

traveling in the minus direction. 

In polar coordinates the differential equations of motion of 

electrons in an axial magnetic field and a radial electric field are 

--r (6.10) 

for the radial cononent of motion and 

I d 2 r + 
° dr (r dt dt2 

2dttB (6.11) 
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for the angular component of motion. The solution of equation (6.11) 

using the initial condition that O then r r, the cathode 

radius, is 

C 
[ 

r2] 
(6.12) 

hen this relation is substituted into equation (6.10) a 

differential equation for the radial component of motion alone is 

obtained but it is difficult to solve because it is non-homogeneous 

and because V is a complicated function of r. The average value of 

the angular velocity of the emission electrons around the filament 

a:xis could be obtained if their radial position r were kno as a 

function of time. Even if this is not known exactly, a qualitative 

discussi aves sii appro,cirnate value for the average angular 

velocity of the emmdssion electrons. 

Since the enson electron orbits are approximately circular 

with a diameter about ten to thirty times the filament radius, the 

emission electrons spend most of the time at a large distance from 

the filament and the second term on the rit hand side of equation 

(6.12) contributes only a small amount to the tïrae average of 

The average angular velocity should thus be slightly lees than half 

the cyclotron angular velocity. Equation (6.12) does not apply 

exactly because the plasma oscillations exert tangential forces on 

the omission electrons. 
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The meastired wavelengths in al]. the figures except Figure (.i) 

are slightly less than the integer subnmltiplee of the calculated 

free stace ave1ength corresponding to the cytlotron frequency. In 

Figure ( .1 ) the raeaswed wavelengths are slightly mare than the 

calculated values but the magnetic fîtix density for this set of 

data was measured by a rotating coil fluxnieter This fluxmeter was 

founi later to read too high a magnetic f1ix density value. The 

calculated wavelengths were thus too low, so ali the data ve 

rneasured wavelengths consistently slightly less than the calctlated 

values. The accuracy of the riagnetic flux density calibration Is 

probably only within a few percent and Is not sufficient to say 

whether the plasiîia oscillation frequencies are exactly integer 

multiples or slightly higher or slightly loser than integer rrrultiples 

of the cyclotron frequency. 
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PLASMA OSCILLATION TBORT 

Plaenia osciflaticms in a uniform etatic waietic field with long 

wavelergths and thermal notions 

Equation (i .19) give8 the electric field that a plasma electron 

sees as its thermal helical motion takes it to different parts of 

the plasma standing wave In a cylindrical coordinate system this 

electric field is in the tangential direction and is gLven by 

7E(rz) cos k [rØ0 + A cos(t + ) 
] 

cos cit (7.01) 

where r0 is the Ø coordinate of the center of the thermal circle, 
I_ is the radius 01' the thermal circle, a is the phase angle between 

the thermal motion and the plasma oscillation motion, and k is 

p 
the propagation constant. 

The expansion of equation (7.01 ) is 

E = E cos t 
{ 

ic rØ0 cos 
[ 
kA cos (ót + a)] 

- -* 

- sin k r,Ø0 sin [cst cos (t + .)]} (7.02) 

Keeping only zero axil first degree torme for kA < 0.2, equation 

(7.02) reduces to 
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i=ÇE;eot [coskr0 

COB (ct + a)] (7.03) 

or in cou1ex notation 

- E coe t Real part of f [i + ikA coc 4p 

ikr0Ø0 i 
(c0t + )] e Ç 

Equation (7.03) says that a plasma electron sees an electric 

field strength which varies pert1ically rith tinte at the rate io arti 

is amrlitude modulated at the rate 
. 

This is sho'n in Figure (7.1). 

Equation ( 7.03) approxtrnatos the actual variation of the electric 

field dth distance y a linear variation. 

The differential equation for the motion of an oscillating 

plana electron is then, fr equation (1.)2), 

2 
d s. 

: + CA) S + .! E cos cot Real part of 
dt' 

° 'y Ifl p 

ikr0 ) 

{ 
[i + ilcA cos (t + a)] e 

° 

= 
O 
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Using equation (1 .2), 'which gLves the electric field strength 

resulting freni a displacement of the plana electrons, 

.; 
= = T ces ct cos k r,Ø , (7.06) 

equation (7.o) becomes 

d's 
2 2 2 

cos (t + a)] s 0 (7.07) 

dt2 
[ p p 

+ (j) +) 

For infinite plasma wavelength, all the plasma electron oscillation 

displacements are the same so Ç s 
but for a large but finite 

plasma wavelength the displacements s of the individual electrons 

are slightly different from the average dis-placement - s 

The approd..iaation that = s is used in equation (7.07). 

Ánçlitxie modulation gives an irnagLnary coefficient of the 

periodic terni while frequency modulation gives a rea]. coefficient. 

Equatii (7.07) is recognized as Mathicu's equation 

+(+qcos2x)y0 (7.08) 

with the substitutions 

2x ût + a (7.09) 
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2 
+ (*) 

2) 

P1= p (7.10) 
t 2 

2 
LilcAcL 

q=i 1y (7.11) 

cac 

4athieu's equation has received considerable study (88) but almost 

the entire work with Ì4athiou' s equati. on is for real P and q. The 

characteristic numbers of integral order, a and 
, 

of the Nathieu 

equation and the Nathieu functions, ce(x, q) and se(x, q) ñiich are 

the solutions of Mathieu's equation, Lave been fairly completely 

tabulated for real 
I 

axd q (130) . The values of t , for a certain q, 

for which one of the two solutionz of 4athieu' s equation is 

periodic with period n or 2n are a 
. 

The factors fl and 

correspond to the functions ce(x,q) and se(x,q) respectively. 

When q = O the solutions of the differential equation are 

y = cosV x and y = sin [fx. The Nathieu function ce(x,q) becomes 

the cosine solution and the Nathieu function se(x,q) becomes the sine 

solution 'hon q = O, and iJ n with n an integer. 

Our )lathieu equation has puroly izagLnary q axxt purely real P 

À few of the characteristic nwnbers of integral order of the Mathieu 

equation for purely imaginary q and purely real have been given by 



Muiholland and Goldstein (95, pp. 831-8LO) and are shown in Figure 

(7.2) which shows the p plane. 

A formal solution of Mathien' s equation is 

y1(x) = e Ø(x) 

i L1.3 

(7.12) 

where L = OE + i fi, with a and p real, is a function of and q, and 

Ø(x) is a periodic Thnction of period ; 

Ø(x) (7.13) 

'hen either (L j5 not equal to zero or a equals zero, but 3 is 

non-integral, an independent solution is 

y2(x) = e Ø(-x) y1(-x) (7.ih) 

because the Mathieu equation is unchanged by substituting -x for x. 

By a continuation of the resuLts for real V and q, when the 

parametric point (1(,r) lies inside a region such as E, II, etc. In 

Figure (7.2) a is zero and is non-zero and the solutions arc stable. 

The colete solution i 

y(x) = A)( ei+ + (75) 

with O < fl < 2 The solution ìnay also be britten 
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y(x) = C ceß (x,q) + i) se (x,q) (7.16) 

here rn is ari integer. These are Nathiou functions of fractional 

order. If 3 is a rational fraction 4 , p and s being prirrie to each 

other, the solution is periodic with period 257!. 1'hen 3 is 

irrational, the solution is oscillatory but bounded and non-periodic. 

then the parametric paint (fl,y) lies outside a region such as 

I, II, etc. in Figure (7.2) a. is non-zero and 3 is zero. The complete 

solution is then 

00 00 

y(x) = Ae) c Be\ c e (7.17) 
2x 

I 
2r 

r=-00 

If is positive the first term of the solution approaches plus or 

minus infinity as x becomes infinite so the solution is unstable. If 

a is negative, instability arises from the second term. The solution 

may also be written in terris of the unstable Mathieu functions. 

y(x) = C ceu (x,q) + D ceu (-x,q) (7.18) 
2m+ç! 

Then the parametric point (Fj,y) is on one of the characteristic 

curves in Figure (7.2) which divide the t ,y plane into stable and 

unstable roçLons both a and 3 are zero and the first soliftion is a 

periodic function of x of period n. 
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00 

y1(x) IIc2 
i2rx 
e (7.19) 

r 

en the paraaìet'ic point (, y) is on the characteristic cw'vc 

the first solution is 

y1(x) A ce11 (x,q) (7.20) 

wtiich is the even Mathieu function of integral order. When the 

parwietric point (ti, y) is m the characteristic curve the first 

solution is 

y1(x) =Â se (x,q) (7.21) 

which is the odd Nathieu function of integral arder. The second 

so1utiois corresponding to equations (7.20) and (7.21) are unstable. 

ath imaginary q the solutions are ccìplex in general which is 

expected because the differential equaticii is now ccplex. 

The series of Nathieu show that for sufficiently sinai]. y, 

and 
211 

are real and OE2 becoiiie equal when y 2.9376. For 

larger values of -r, 2 
are conjugate complex numbers. Also 

2 13W GLi. 6' 6 
and P8, etc. behave in a sirtilar way and 

"2m+1 
and 

n+1' 
are conjugate coaplex numbers for all values of y. 

From equatis (6.OL) and (7.10) and the dispersion relation 

=-Ñ (7.22) 
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From equations (6.01), (6.Ob) and (7.11) 

= (N2 - 1) N (7.23) 
r 

where N is the nurnber of standing plasna wavelengths arcirnd the 

filament, A is the radius of the thermal helix of the plasma electron 

(about 1.L3 x icf'2 centimeters) and r is the radius corresponding to 

the plasma wavelength Combining equations (7.22) and (7.23) 

(7. 2) 

'which is shown as the dotted lines in Figure (7.2) for values of r 

equal to the plate radius and the radius of the cathode sheath and 

À=A 
i-ms 

As the plasma electron density increases, q and increase 

along a curve between the dotted line curves. A the plasma electron 

density increases, the operating point (fl,y) passes through stable 

and unstable regions. The unstable reLons occur in the cinity of 

values equal to the square of even integers. Since 
( 

N2, N 2M, 

and M = .- the unstable regions occur for integer M values, or for 

those values of plasma electron density which give an oscillation 

frequency which is an integer multiple of' the eyclotro frequency. 

An even number N of plasma velengths around the filament puts 

the operating point (V() in an unstable region of the plane, 
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while an odd number pute the operating point (,y) in a stable 

region of the plane. xperinientaUy, oscillations occur for 

even N mode numbers so instability of the plasiiia electron oscil- 

latory notion is a necessary condition for coherent oscillations. 

hen a :p1asna electron contributing to the organized plasma 

oscillation suífers a collision its oscillatory motion is destroyed 

and it starts out again with only its thermal motion. The rest of 

the plasma electrons in its vicinity are performing organized plasma 

oscillations so it sees an oscillating electric field which is the 

result of the plasma electron displacements. ihen the plasma elect- 

ron density is such that the operating point (,y) is in an wistablo 

region, the plasma electron motion is osciflatory and unstable so the 

oscillatory motion of this plasma electron which just suffered a 

collision increases in amplitude. 

The oscillating plasma electron radiates electromagnetic energy 

with the same frequency as its oscillation frequency. The electro- 

magnetic power radiated is proportional to the square of t 
ax].itude of the n . lasma electron oscillation. The amplitude of the 

plasma electron oscillation is such that the plasma oscillations 

receive energy from the emission electrons at the same rate that 

radiation and collision daming take energy from the plasma 

oscillations. 

1hen the plasma electron density is s-uch that the operating 

point (P,y) is in a stable region, there is no tendency for the 
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plasma oscillations to build up in amplitude o the oscillations 

only occur for even mode number N. 

o$s (1.i9, pp. 232-2Li2) has derived exact ecpressions for the 

distribution function of the plasma electrons in a maietic field 

from which can be obtained the dispersion relation of the plasma 

oscillations In a nagnetic field. The distribution function contains 

an infinite series of Bessel functions of integer orders with 

argument kA. Each term of the infinite series contains the plasma 

oscillation frequency in the denominator so it is practical to 

obtain the dispersion relation only in certain limiting cases. 

For kk< 1 his dispersion relation shows gaps at integer 

multiples of the cyclotron frequency in whïch steady state solutions 

are not oossible. The magnitude of the frequency gap is, however, 

not easy to obtain from his distribution function. The Mathieu 

function derivation gLves an unstable region at - of midth 

(7o)(S,3O8,Li6) A 
(6,OÖO)(32) ( 

(7.2) 
rI 

This expression is valid for 'r = L.8 less than about 0.1 but the ' 

for the tube range from about 2 to h for mode number N 2 as shown 

in Figure (7.2). ior 'r greater than 0.1 the frequency width of the 

unstable region may be calculated by a rather lengthy iteration 

process as shown by McLachlan (88, pp. 18-6). For mode 2 anf y=3.2, 
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CA) 8N2 32 

= Lfl\ 16.050 - 15.912 
- 232 (7.26) 

1 19.3 megacycles per second (7.27) 

The reason for the band structure of a p1asia is similar to 

that for a solid. In the solid state problem the electron travels 

in the space-periodic field of the lattice while in the plasma the 

electron travels In the time-periodic field, of period equa). to the 

cyclotron period, due to the thermal rotation of the plasma electrons. 

Plasma oscillations in a uniform static magnetic field with short 

wavelengths and thermal motions 

As the plasma electron density increases the oscillation 

frequency Increases, the plasma wavelengths decrease, and !A 

increases above the range where the Nathieu equation approximation 

1s valid. The differential equation of motion of a plasma electron 

between collisions then becomes 
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dt2 
+ + 

cos ctf co IOEØ [0 (k 

- 2J2 (kA) co 2 (cût + ) 

+ 

w] - 

[2J1 (kA) cos (t + a) - 2J3 (ka) CO3 3 

(0t + (L) 

+ ..]} 
o (7.28) 

by uaing the eansions of the trigononetric functions in terus of 

Bessel ftinctions of the first kind. 

{. cas (c%t + a)] = J(ka) - 2J2(kA) cos 2 

(ot + (L) + 2J14(kA) cos h + a) - ( 7 29) 

sin [kA cos (t + (L)] = 2J1(kA) cas (0t + ) _ 2J3(kA) 

cos 3 (o0t + ¿) + 2J(kA) cos 5 (wet + a) - .. (7.30) 
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Cxibining the cosine termi, 

2 

+ 
i[cos Icr [J0(kA) cos t 

- J2(kÁ) cos (t + 2t + 2a) - J2(kA) cos (t -2ct 

- 2a) + .. 
] 

- kr0 c°s (t + + 

+ J1(ka) cos (cet - - a) - J3(kA) cos (cat + + 3a) 

- J3(ka) cos (cût -3t - 3a) 
+ 

- o (7.31) 

The solution ±or 
s 

is an infinite SUT of particular integrals 

so =) 

°° 

[A (t + 4 a) - 

rr - 

sin kr000 cos (cût + ( + 1) + i) a 
)I1 

(7.32) 

Substituting this solution into the differential equation, (7.31), 

and equating like terms, the coefficients are 

(_1)m 
E J (ka) 

A2m 
(U) 

)2 
(7.33) 
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e 
(1)m_ E J4 (kA) 

e p 

( + + 1) 
)2 

- 

These coefficients are all finite except when the oscillation 

freçuency is an integer ìrnitiple of the cyclotron frequency, M. 
Then M is an odd integer the coefficient of the cos r0t term 

becomes infinite arid, when M is even, the B coeffictent of the 

ces term beccnes infinite. Thus stable solutions are possible 

except when the oscillation frequency is in the vicinity of an 

integer multiple of the cyclotron frequency. 

The unstable frequencies ce frcan havinç to use the equation 

for the conservation of the distribution function f(x, y, z, vf v, 
vz, t) in the whole phase space, when the plasma wavelength is 

finite, instead of the equation for the conservation of the 

distribution fwiction f(v, v, v, t) in the velocity dimensions of 

phase space (also called conservation of inz'ientim or momentum 

transfer eqtiations), when the plasma wavelength is infinite. 

The resultant electric field due to the organized displacements 

of the plasma electrons is the vector sien of contributions to the 

electric field of all the individual plasma electrons in a certain 

small region. The phase angles a between the thermal motions of the 

individua]. plasma electrons and the plasma oscillations have a rdom 

distribution. The contributions of the cqonents of the plasma 

electron motion involving ces (r&t + + na) terms add to zero 

because 
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(2rt (O , nO 

)cos 
(cit + + flOE) da (7.35) 

O 2tcos&jt, n=O 

so only the coe t tervi of the individual plasma electron motions 

contributes to the oscillating plasma electric field. 

The contributions to the electric field from the oscillating 

plasa electrons must be summed over all the plasma electron thermal 

velocities. 

E=1coskxcoscùt= Ç 

en =- À cos lac CO5C)t 
L o 

E cos 1cc: cos t 

(7.36) ene p J =-- 
2 2 o rne 

(A) 

The distribution function of the thermal velocities in the plane 

transverse to the maetic field is 

«y1) dv1 22vj. op 
{ 

2v12 
} 

dv1 (7.37) 

where 
32 

2f ' 
me the electron mass, Boltzmann's constant and T 

the electron temperature. This is the fraction of the plasma 
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electrons rhich have velocity coiionents in the transverse plans 

betveen VL and + dvi. 

The dispersion relation becomes 

00 

2 2f 22v1J0 (L v exp {_2v2J dv1 (7.35) 

This definite integral can be evaluated by expanding the zero order 

Bengel function in a power series 

111 

001 I vri [_] 
J0(ìv)-') L cJ 

L (1)2 

and integrating terra by term. 

/ DO 

J vi 2m+1 exp { 2v 2 

J 
dv1 = mal 

2fa2 
'O 

so that the dispersion relation becoetes 

00 

Ú) 
(i + 

(_1)m k 
ni! L2c] 

2 2 

( 7.39) 

(7.hO) 

(7J.1) 
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which is recognized as the series for exp C-x2). The new dispersion 

relation is then, 

¿ 2 

+ 
exp 

{ - ____ 

2 

- 
C A. 

(Û + exp'- ,, V 
C p 

C 

+ 
exp(_ 

k2v2 
} 

= 
+ 

2 

{ 

k2? 
J 

(7.L2) 

For long pla&ia wavelengths k - O ard/or, for lo plasma electron 

temperatmes, Vj -m O, and the new dispersion relation becos the 

wefl known relation 
2 

+ 

The solution for s when the osciflation frequency is in the 

vicinity of an integer ììrn].tiple M of the oylotron frequency contains 

an exponential factor 



00 

0it 
{ cos kr0 [A21 cos ((n + ) O)ct + 

00 

+ 
02m 

((M + 2m) + 2nîc)] 

n1c.0[B2m+1 cos((N+m+1)út+(2rn+1)u) 

(7.L3) + n 

The coefficients are 

( 
1)m e (kÁ)Ç[(I + 2111)2 1]co -L 

J 
2 2 - -E 

pl p 2m 
e (7.14)4) A2m= 

{ [04 + 21112 2 2)2 )42 2 

;2L(N+2IfL)Q) (7.L) C A 
2 2 2 2m 2n 

[(N + 2m) - i ] cû - 

(_1)m 
J2m+i(kA) {[(;+2m+12_1 

J 

22]. 
B2m1 = , - (7.14.6) 

{ [(N+2m1)21 
] ú)2+ 

142 2 
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C 
D _ 

2(M+2m+1)û 
2] 

(7.lj7) 
2r1 

The motions of the plasma electrons satisfy equation (7.3) as 

their oscillations start to build up after a collision. A their 

oscillation amplitudes get larger the electrons start to radiate 

electromagnetic energy and their oscillation amplitudes approach a 

constant value. This radiation daxriping is not tazen into account by 

the differential equation of motion, equation (7.31). 

is 

The group velocity of the neu- dis oersion relation, 

k2v 
2 2 ___ 

c) =cc 
+p2exp{_ 

} 
C 

2 

k ( 

k 2 
exp 

- 2 J 
( 7 .1.i8) - = - 

so the product of the group velocity and the phase velocity is 

group Vphase _ 
!4 

VL (7,i49) 

thermal 
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which ïs of the order of the mean square thermal plasna electron 

velocity. The group velocity is in the posite direction to the 

phase velocity. 

This is the same situation that ed.sts in the backward-wave 

oscillator which is a rnicrowave oscillator in which an electron 

stream interacts with a particular spacia2. harmonic of one of the 

transnission modes of a periodic structure of the type used in 

certain traveling wave amplifiers . hile the driven harmonic has a 

phase velocity close to that of the electron stream ax travels 

forward, the por flow of the tran&esion node is in the opposite 

direction. Thus power absorbed by the circiit from the beam at any 

paint flows backward anI produces modulation of the beam. 

The magnetic flux density and the plasma electron density are 

constant throughout the plasma reon so that (= ) arid (= 

are constant but the plasma wavelength is proportional to the radius 

r so the new dispersion relation says that the plasma oscillation 

frequency is a function of the radius But the plasma oscillation 

frequency must be an integer multiple of the cyclotron frequency 

c) = Mù for an unstable plasma ai excitation. Therefore only a 

certain band of radius values can satisfy the dispersion relation. 

Since 

exp 

fk2A 
- iL J 

exp 
{-. r2 

' 

(7.0) 

as the plasma electron density is increased, first the large values 
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of r can satisfy the dispersion relation for mode M and the p1a&a is 

unstable at large r values. As the plasma electron density is 

further increased the plasma is unstable at na11er an snialler 

radii If oscillations can build up in one re.on of the ulasma, 

oscillations d11 be induced in the neighboring reLons until the 

entire plasma ±s oscillating. This e1sin àiy a certain oscil- 

].ation mode can be obtained over a considerable range of plate 

current, thich is roughly proportIonal to ú2 , as shown in Figure 

( ; 6), and rhy the end tab current value s, which are proportional to 

, in Figuro (.1O), are not exactly on the curve. 

" 2 . 2 
For small iiiode ntbers M, exp - is essentially unity 

for all r o t}o whole plasma region is either unstable or stable. 

For larger mode nbers the exponential function changes with the 

radius so the plasnia is unstable only within a certain band of' 

radius values. 

The angular velocity of rotation about the filanent ad.s of the 

planes of constant phase of the plaszua traveling waves, cù - is 

no a function of the radius since is a function f the radius. 

The anlar phase velocity i larger at larzur radius values so the 

traveling plasrna waves spiral inward to'ward the filaient. 

The n diersion relation ô2 
2 e 

{ - 
k2A 

} 
says 

that the plasna electron density nut increase very niuch to get an 

increase in oscillation frequency when kÁ. becomes large. Figure 

(7.3) shows the mode niriber N arid the free space wavelength of the 
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electromagnetic radiation as a friction of the plasnia electron 

density for a radius of 2 millimeters, B = 800 gauss, and an 

average plasma electron energy of 20 electron volts There is thus 

ari per oscillation frequency limit. The corresporKling free space 

wavelength is about half a centiììeter for the paraneter values used 

In Figure (7.3). This high frequency cut-off was not çLven 

sufficient e,qerirental investigation to show if this now dispersion 

relation is correct because the high frequency lirait of the wave- 

length meas'urements occurs at a lower frequency than the dispersion 

relation cut-off as shoin in Figure (7.3). In Figure (.io) the er1 

tab currents above about mode 6 were progressively higher than the 

linear curve, which holds for the disnersìon relation o2 c 
2 2, 

C p 

This is in agreement with the new dispersion relation. The exponen- 

tial factor would help to separate the modes, 'which are close 

together on a filament cin'rent scale, because the emission current 

is a ste function of the filament current. 

Another limit on the madmum frequency attainable with this 

exciting mechanism is that the plasma electron density cannot be 

greater than the gas density. A pressure of about 100 microns has 

a density of 3.3 x 10v' molecules per cubic centimeter. 1th 30 

percent ionization the plasma electron density would be 10 elec- 

trons per cubic centimeter and the wavelength of the electromagnetic 

radiation would be about half a centimeter. 

For long plasma wavelengths and large magnetic flux densities 

only the first two terms in the series expansion of the exponential 
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term in the dispersion relation need be retained and the dispersion 

relation then becomes 

2 2 
+ c 

2[i 
k2 v2 

+ 
CA) 

p 

2 
C&) 2__ -k2 (7.i) 

C p 2 2m 
U)C 

which agrees with Gross' dispersion relation (t9, p. 239) for 

2 
(A)c2 » ;: k2 ai:I 2 » A)1) a Maxwellian velocity 

distribution. The dispersion relations disagree for the other cases, 

for example when 
2 » probably because it is difficult to 

extract the dispersion relation from Gross' distribution function. 

There is heavy darping of plasma waves with wavelengths 

shorter than 2R times the Debye length. There is a little variation 

among authors on the exact definition. The definition here differs 

fron Debye and Fluckel's by a factor if. 

r ' 
E11/2 

À.!) 2; 
L i ne 

(7.52) 

At this wavelength the phase velocity of the plasma wave equals the 

root mean square of the thermal velocity ciponent in the direction 



of the wave propagation. The random thermal motiis disrupt waves 

'with slower phase velocities. 

XI 
[: 

[2]h/2 

The plasma wavelength in the tube equals 

p 2f 
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rKT 
1/2 

= [_.;:] I;-' (7.3) 

so the plasma wavelength equals the ebye cut-off wavelength 

1J.tOl x 1010 radiansjsecr 
p 2! 

(7. L) 

1.35 X 10 cm/sec () 
f 
p 

wtien r 2.182 x 10_2 N centimeters for B 800 gauss and 
(M2-1) ' 

eV_ 20 electron volts. This is a much smaller radius than the 

cathod.e sheath thickness of about orto to two millimeters, except for 

M = 1, so the damping at the Debye cut-off wavelength is not a limit 

of the plasma oscillations. ¡s the plasma electron density increases 

the plasraa wavelengths decrease because of the constant angular 

velocity type of excitation, but the Debye cut-off wavelength also 

decreases with increasing plasma electron density and the ratio of 
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the phase velocity of the plasma wave to the average thermal 

velocity remains approximately constant with changing plasma 

electron density. For M i the electron density is zero so plana 

oscillations are not possible. 

The power of the electromagnetic waves radiated by an 

accelerating charge is proportional to the sqre of its acceler- 

ation or, for a harmonically varying charge, to the square of its 

displacement as shown by Stratton (122, pp. t3-L76). The average 

power radiated by a single plasma electron de to its motion in the 

Ø direction is then 

¡T 
1 22- 

P 
:. 

J 

2 2 
(7.56) 

u 

\ 
( + 2nm)4 

A 
2 

kríó 2m ___ 12c 

+ ( + 1) )I4.2 
2m+i 

sn2 icroØ] (7.7) 
12 n c 

from equation (7.32) since 

LTcos [( + n) f na] cos [(M + m) ût + ma] dt 



O when in n 

when in n 

o the croes product term3 vanish. 

the power beconios 

I 6 

(7 .S8) 

Averaging over all values of, 

p 
)°° [( + 2m) A22 

(79) 

The plasma electrons thus radiate electromagnetic energy 4th 

not only the plasma oscillation frequency () but also the sideband 

frequencies () ± 
IWi) 

which are the cyclotron frequency apart. The 

power radiated by a group of charges oscillating together in phase 

is proportional to the square of the total charge (Nee)2 where Ne 1 

the number of charges oscillating together in phase. The power 

radiated by a group of charges oscillating together but 4th rarom 

phases is equal to the swn of the powers radiated by the individual 

electrons. The plasma electrons are oscillating in phase 4th the 

fundamental frequency and are oscillating 4th random phases 4th 
the sideband frequencies. 
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Using equations (7.33) and (7. 3h) the power in the fundamental is 

U)1(Ne)2 J(kA 2 

(7.60) 
21nc 

while the power n the first upper and lower sidebands are 

2N (.))b te 
e c 

+1 

2 , 

tie N - 

F 
-1 2litc 

rE J(kÄ) 

V 2 
I.M (7.61) 

( 
I cJ 

E J(kÁ) 12 

Lm 
p 1 

2 2 
4N (7.62) 

( cù_Ú)) -Û) I cJ 

For the higher mode numbers, for example when 10 

((i) + 

r,1 (7.63) 

(+)2 2L 

so the ratio of the fuaiiental power to the power in one of the 

closest sdebands is 

P J(kA) 
2 

2_:: O 

i:1 
J1(k) 

e 
C 7 .6b) 

Ne is about 1O to i02 the sidebai1 power is entirely negligible 

conared with the fundamental power. 
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Plasma oscillations iith thermal motions and 'with zero magnetic field 

Let us consider the Hartree consistent field approximation 

applied to a plasma with zero magnetic field. The differential 

equation of motion of a plasma electron is 

d2seE cos(tcoskx mp 

where x is the x coordinate of the plasma electron due to its thermal 

motion. 

X V t U (7.66) 
thermal x 

so the motion equation becomes 

2 E 
d s (t + kv t + m2 X 

+ cos (t -kvt - k)] = o (7.67) 

The solution for the plasma oscillation motion due to the 

electric field E ces ct cos kx is 

e r (t+kv t+ka) cos (t-kv t-kz) i 
s=__,I X 

m2 

[ 
2 -kv)2 j 

( 7.68) 
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The electric field produced by the electron displacements at a 

position x0 is 

en-( 
E (x0,t) -- e x0,t) (7.69) 

where is the average of the electron displacements at position X0 

and time t. Those plasma electrons aro at position x0 at time t 

which have values of anì that satisfy 

X vt+a 
o X 

(7.70) 

The electron displacements are then summed over the thermal 

velocity distribution in the x direction. 

f (y ) dv ._2_ exp 
f - 

2 y2 
} dv (7.71) 

X X X 

ra 

there ,2 e This is the fraction of the plasma electrons 
2XT_ 

which have velocity cciiiponents in the x direction between v 

V +dv . 
X X 

p e2n E r (°°exp f_32v 23dv 
E(x,t)= 'Icos(tskx)I X X 

o fm2[ 
2 2 

I exp (_13 y ) dv 
+ cos (()t - b ) I 

X 
2 

(7.72) 

°L (()_kv) 
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These are improper integrals for real frequencies and wave- 

lengths. Then the phase velocity . is much larger than the average 

thermal velocity , the integrand can be expanded in a power series 
kv 

about - O and only the first fow terms retained as shown by 

Bobin and Gross ( i 8, pp i 8i-1 861i) . The integrals become 

øO 

r kv k2v2 
i I 22 I x x )ex{_3v 

} 
L' 

2 

k3v 
; + 

j 
dv (7.73) 

The terms 4th odd powers of y are odd functions of y so 
X X 

their integr al is zero. The integration of equation (7.72) d.th 

k small is 

2 k2KT i 
(x0,t) =- 1 cos wt cos kx [ + 3 . _j 

so that the dispersion relation for small k is 

2 2 
3KT 

2 
() û) k 

p ni 

2 2 k2 (77) û) (i 

p 



The product of the group velocity and the phase velocity is 

2 
V V 
group phase 
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(7.76) 

There is s&1e evidence that the moving striations in the positive 

colunn of a glow discharge move vith a velocity equal to the group 

velocity given by this equation. There is other evidence, however, 

that the striations are positive ion oscillations (70, pp. 3%-368). 

The integrals in equation (7.72) are proper integrals if either 

the frequency or the wavelength is ccniplex. irnplifiers amplify real 

frequencies so when wave amplifiers are in an unstable region the 

wavelength is colex and the signal arnplitxìe increases ith 

distance. For example in the traveling wave tube the siial 

increases 4th distance doin the length of the i Oscillators are 

alifiers with the output fed back to the input. The single- 

valuedness in space corition restricts the wavelengths to real values 

so In an unstable region the frequency is cciplex and the signal 

ailitude increases ith time. The increase ith time continues until 

a nonlinear effect limits the amplitude. 

Thus in otir plasna magnetron oscillator the wavelengths are real 

and the frequencies complex, CA 

For an oscillating electric field in the plasma region o1 

E = :±Pt [cos (cet - kx) + K0 sin (t - kx)] (7.n) 
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the oscillatory motion of a plasma electron mith an x component of 

velocity v and an x position due to its thermal motion x + a 

is described by 

$ 
±t 

[ 
- + sin (cat - kx) 

J 
(7.78) 

The and K2 are determined from the differential equation 01' motion 

= _ .! e1t (t - ku t - ku) 
2 in x 

+K sin (ct-kvt-ka) 
o x 

( 7.79) 

K1 =.° 
[((A) 

)2 

: 12 
(7.80) 

[ 
(:A) - kv-i) + 

e E ; 2u ( w - kv ) - K 
[ 

( - kv ) 

2 2] 

ç =-. X O X 
(7.81) 

2 ni 

[(ei 
<)2 + 2 

J 

2 

The electric field produced by the electron dilacements at a 

position X0 and time t is prcortional to the electron displacemats 

averaged over the velocity distribution 
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i) 

Bcz)E e 

1(x0,t) P) cos (t 
- 

± K0 - k 

[((J) 
- 

icv 
2] 

exp 
{ 

2 ,r2 
J 

dv + sin (t 
- 

kx0) 

(;°°2 ( _ kv1) + 
[ - 

2] 

L[((A) 
,)2 

exp 
_2 2} dvi] (7.82) 

Let us for siilicity write 

00 

2 
((_- 

)2 2 

F = 
i fr 

,1 [ -L:)2 
2]2 

exp 
{- 

(7.83) 

00 

F 
(*)2 ; - 

2 
exp 
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1L 
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The equation (7.82) becomes 

E (x0,t) = Eet Ecos (ot - kx0) (F1 ± K0F2) 

+ sin (ct kx0) ( F2 + (7 .8) 

hen we try to equate this field to the originally assumed 

field, we obtain the relations 

1=P' ±F (7.86) 
1 o2 

K + F2 + K0F1 (7.87) 

By eliminating K0 from these equations the relation 

F22 + (i - F1)2 o (7.88) 

is btaied. The integrals F1 and F2 however, are real so the aüy 

values that satisfy the equation (7.88) exactly are F2 O, F1 i. 

If the velocity distribution is Maxweflian, the integral F2 is small 

but not zero and F2 approaches zero only when i. approaches infinity, 

or O, but when . O, F1 becomes infinite. This approach then of 

moving the pole off the real not cletely successful 

because the actual velocity distribution is not known. In a linear 

theory the poles at i 4 do not interact. It is eqected 
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that the velocity distribution becomes slightly non-taxllian and is 

such a distribution that the integral F2 becomes zero. The definite 

integral8 are now finite because the second order pole has been 

removed from the rea]. v, axis. The dispersion relation is 

i 
p2 (_- 

)2 2 

2 
exp 

2 v2} dv (7.89) 
4fr 

-L -kv)2 
2] 

For a certain wavelength this is one relation with two unknowns, 

0 and IL. 

The dispersion relation is difficult to solve but some 

qualitative information can be obtained by considering the function 

in the coiiplex 
v 

plane. The integrand has two second order poles 

at T = i and two essential singularities at v 

hen ' » . the expiential factor is very small in the 

vicinity of the poles and the poles can be close to the rea]. v ai 

and . is very small. The dispersion relation, equation (7.89), is 

written as 

k2 o2 
f (., , p) (7.90) 

For a certain plasma electron density (t), tenperature (P), and 

wavelength (k), the poles at i . move as the frequency is 

changed in such a way that the function f ( ) remains constant. 
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The damping or growth factor p. thus increases as the frequency 

decreases since f1 increases as and decrease. For a 

smaller wavelength (larger k) the constant k pole position contoir 

in the complex plane is closer to the real ad.s. The p].asiva thus 

seems to be mistable for al]. frequencies and 'wavelengths, being more 

unstable at small 

The theory so far is a first approximation to the consistent 

field. The frequency seen by a plasma electron moving with a 

thermal velocity ccponent in the x direction of v is c - 

Electrons traveling with x velocity of v 
see a d.c. field and 

so feel a force of the saiie sign for a long time. In the first 

approximation they either accept from, or give to, the wave a large 

amount of energy. But when they accept, or give ip, some energy 

they no longer travel with an x velocity equal to the wave velocity. 

The Maxwellian electron velocity distribution in low-pressure 

arcs behaves as if it had a very ht relaxation time and length. 

Langimjr (L3, p. 7h) has shown experiiiientally that local distur- 

bances are smoothed out almost conpletely within distances in which 

the probability of collision with gas molecules can be as small as 

one hundredth, provided only that the electron concentration is of 

the order of 1O electrons per culxlc centiieter or more. 

This suggests a very strong energj interchange between electrons 

but theoretical calculations show the electron-electron interaction 

to be at least three orders of magnitude smaller than values needed 

to account for the experimental results. A possible explanation is 
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that random plasma oscillations in the always unstable plasma give 

rise to macroscopic turbtdence 'which assists in maintaining the 

electron velocity distribution !'laxwellian. This is an interaction 

among the electrons only but on a macroscopic scale. 

Collisions of the electrons with gas molecules continually 

extract the electrons from the velocity range near the wave 

velocity and replenish the supply with new electrons. The 

consistent field approach is unable adequately to describe the 

interaction between the plasma wave and the electrons rear the 

wave velocity, which are trapped in a potential trough of the wave, 

unless the actual velocity distribution is known. 
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RADIATION INTENSITY OBSERVATIONS 

Power radiated by the tube 

The intensity of the electromagnetic radiation was measured by 

using the Tektronix oscilloscope for the receiver and calculating 

the gain of the dipole antenna. Figure (8.1) shows the equivalent 

circuit of a center-loaded receiving antenna oriented to lie in an 

equiphase plane of a linearly polarized electric field as shown by 

King arxi Harrison (66, pp. 18-3h.). 

Here is the load impedance and the sell impedance of the 

antenna as seen by a generator connected in place of the load. The 

electromotive force in the equivalent series circuit has the 

magnitude 

V 2h Ecos"Y 
e e 

(8.01) 

where h6 is the "effective" half-length of the antenna, E is the 

incident electric field strength, and 'P is the angle between the 

antenna direction and the polarization direction. 

For an ir1efinitely thin antenna the effective hall-length is 

given by 

À. ,lth i - cos kh (8.02) h =- tan -) = 
e 2i 2 ksinkh 
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E cos 
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Figure ( 8.1 
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where h is the actual half-length of the antenna (8.7S mm). This is a 

good approximation oven for thick antennas for lengths sufficiently 

below h . en h the effective half-length was obtained 

from the curves of King and Harrison. 

The load on the antenna is the i N26 crystal. The forward 

resistance of the crystal, is 305 ohms and IL - 59,000 ohms is 

its back resistance. The antenna impedance 
1aI 

is about 82.5 ohms 

for a valuo of 0.261 . The direct current component of 

the voltage into the amplifier, equals . times the difference of 

the forward and back voltages across the crystal. 

Rb Hf 

11b I'aI 
R + IZI 
f Ial 

V V 
in e 

R 

V 
0.998 - 0.787 0.211 . 

(8.03) 
e n R e 

The self impedance Z of the cylindrical dipole antenna is 

obtained by extrapolating the values of input resistance and 

reactance for thinner cylindrical dipole antennas to the case of 

the thick antenna. Ramo and 'Jhinnery (107, pp. L89-191) show how the 

input iiedanco a of a cylirical antenna varies with the wave- 

length. The average characteristic impedance of a cylindrical 

antenna is 



120 (in - i) 

i BU 

(8 .ob) 

where a is the radius. For the antenna of length 2h - 1.7 centi- 

meters and diameter 2a O. centimeters, ¿ 102 ohms. The value 

of 
a' 

for A 33. millimeters, extrapolated from the values for 

the higher average characteristic impedances of thinner cylindrical 

antennas, to the value of 102 ohms is about 
a 

80 + j20. Thus 

'al 
82.. 

The deflection on the oscilloscope alternated between about 

o.L centimeters and zero as the interferometer reflector moved. 

Since half of this amplitude was from the direct radiation from the 

tube and the sensitivity of the oscilloscope was 30 millivolts per 

centimeter, the direct current component of the voltage into the 

amplifier frc*n the dfrect radiation was about Vth 6 millivolts. 

From equation (8.03), 

V 
31 6my 

89.3 millivolts e 0.211 (8.05) 

The radiation from the tube is divergent. The stauung wave 

pattern between the tube and the interferometer reflector plate, a 

distance X away from the tube and moving with velocity y, is the 

same as would be obtained frcmi the tube and a "mirror imagea tube, 

a distance 2X away from the tube and moving with velocity 2v, and 

no reflector plate . The maxima and minima of the electric field 
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strength at the antenna position converge toward the direct radiation 

value as the interferometer plate moves away from the tubo and 

antenna. 

A convenient rule for determining the limiting range R between 

the near field (Fresnel) and far field (Fraunhofer) conditions for a 

receiving antenna and an isotropic radiator is 

D2 (8.06) 

where .0 is the aperture diameter of the receiving antenna and X is 

the free space wavelength of' the eloctriagnetic radiation. If the 

length of the dipole receiving antenna, i .7 centimeters, is taken as 

the aperture diaiter, and the distance R between the plasma region 

and the receiving antenna is about three inches, far field conditions 

exist for wavelengths longer than about 0.Li centimeters. For shorter 

wavelengths the received power is reduced. 

The effective half-length he of the antenna for 33 . nilflinieter 

radiation is 

33. imn n 8.75 sun 
.72 nun (8.07) h tan 

e 2n 33.mm 

The measured electric field strength at the antenna, from equation 

(8.01) is 
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V 8.93 x io2 e________________________ 

2 
e 

r' volte 
meter 

(8.08) 

By comparing the radiation pattern from the standing plana 

waves id.th the pattern from a circular antenna with an integer nuber 

N of standing waves around the ring, an estimate can be made of the 

gain of the radiator in the direction of the dipole receiving antenna. 

A ring antenna (for N i ) has zero gain in the direction perpen- 

dicular to the plane containing the ring. An ectimate of the gain G 

in the plane transverse to the magnetic field for M L ( N C ) Is 

taken to be 

G = 2.7S ( 8 09) 

by extrapolating fran Knudsen's data fox' lower values of N (67, p. 

690 ) . The gain is the ratio of the radiated power density in a 

certain direction to the radiated por density averaged over all 

directions. 

The capacitance of the cable between the crystal dipole antaina 

and the amplifier input was 152.7 jif and the input capacitance of 

the amplifier as t0 iÍ. The receiver bandwidth is then 
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B 
1 

2.71! megacycles per soc. (8.10) 

2n (30S.û) 192.7 pf 

The rest of the airqlifier is broader band than this. 

The bandwidth of the video receiver is snail cc»npared to the 

ban&widthf of the signa]. radiated by the tube so there is a loss of 

sensitivity of the receiver. The loss of sensitivity in voltage is 

- ____ (8.11) 

(93, p. L1L.), using the relation that a video bandwidth is eqdvaient 

to half an i.f. bandwidth. The crystal detector is a linear detector 

at high signal levels so the ratio of the measured to the actual 

field strengths is a. 

The antenna was three inches from the plate of tl tube. The 

power radiated, from equations (8.08), (8.09), (8.10), and (8.11), is 

E52 f2 n r2 
2.S8 x watts (8.12) 

9B2Q2Z G Q2 
o 

2 
(8.13) 

where 
¿ 

is the intrinsic impedance of free space (376.7 ohms) and 

r is the distance froi the source at which the measured electric 

field strength has the value E 
rms 
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The quality factor Q of the plasma, considering the radiation 

daiping is 

ener stored 
enerr radiated per cycle 

erergy stored) (angular frequençy) 
power radiated 

The energy stored in the pla&a oscillations is 

22 mA (i) 

o joule5 
'T 

)4 electron n (Vol) electrons (8.15) 

mE2 
2 2 (Vol) 

p 

14 e2n 
joules (8.16) 

The volurrie of the plasma is 0.82 ctMc centimeters, the electron 

density 1.05 x iO12 electrons per cubic centneter, and the radian 

frequency x 1O radians per second. 

The is then 

Q 
r 

.67x1O8 
(8.17) 

K E2 
2 p (8.18) 

r 
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Lot us calculate the power given to the plasma waves by the 

emission electrons. The working emission electrons bunch around the 

maximum retarding electric field of the plasma wave which is 

traveling in the same direction as the emission beam. half of the 

electric field strength for the 33.S millimeter oscillation 

belongs to each of the two oppositely directed traveling plasma waves. 

The emission current was 11.68 milliamperes. The non-working 

half of the omission electrons takes energy frOEn the plasma waves 

during one loop into the plasma region while the working half of the 

emission electrons gives energy to the plasma waves as long as they 

stay in the decelerating phase of the plasma wave. 

The radius R of the circular path of the 600 volt, 800 gauss, 

emission electrons is 0.1032 centimeters anI the distance traveled 

per ioop inside the plasma region is about iR since the cathode 

sheath thickness is also about a millimeter for mode N ! . The 

instantaneous path direction is not always in the electric field 

direction. The work done by each working emission electron is 

= e E s a-; - eFuR cos e (8.19) 

where e i the angle between the path direction and the electric field 

direction. The average of cos O over the half of the loop which is 

inside the plasma region is 
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(8.20) 

Afl. the working electrons are not bunched up in the mathmm 

retarding phase. If they are spread uniformly over the decelerating 

phases, the average electric field seen by the working emission 

electrons is of the mathxum value. 

A 60C) volt electroi makes on the average about 30.8 loops 

throu air at 10 microns pressme before it suffers ari ioniming 

collision. However, the ionization probability increases with 

decreasing energy an1 has a rnaid.mnurn at about 100 electron volts of 

more than double that at 600 electron volts. The emission electrons 

thus execute lees than 30.8 loops. 

Finkelnburg (1i, p . 9) shows the ionization probability for 

electrons as a function of the electron energy eV . An empirical 

relation which is a good approximation for the distance an electron 

will travel on the average before niald.ng an ionizing collision is 

2.27 VA7 microns centimeters k 
L = 

P (volts)°7 P 
(8.21) 

where 
A 

the anode voltage of the tube This is a good approx- 

imatlon in the range from about 200 to 2000 volts . The emission 

electron loses enerr to the plasma wave, on the average, at the rate 



eE 
.-R \/T = K' but at high pressures the electron has not had its 

ener reduced too much below the anode voltage before it inades an 

ionizing collision and equation (8.20) holds. At lower pressures 

the emission electrons have their energies reduced sufficiently 

during their free paths that a suitable average of equation (8.20) 

must be taken to find the effective path length between ionizing 

collisions t. An expression for this average is 

Iv 
I 

i 

KL 
Vt-K 

V 
A 

LdV dV 

KU P 

K 1.7 
- (VA 

-K't)17] 
1.7KLP L A 
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(8.22) 

For still lower pressures the emission electrons give up all their 

energy, on the average, before traversing their mean free path 

between ionizations and an expression for t is 

V.. 

(8.23) 

For an intermediate pressure P for which the distance traveled to 

give up aU the emission electron's energy to the plasma wave equals 

the distance between ionizing collisions the t value is 



fV Iv 
IA 

v07 dV 
KVÁ 

Jo 

The high pressure limit in1icated that about half of the 

collisions of the emission electrons were ionizing collisions and 

the rest 'were exciting and elastic collisions. Thus a working 

electron makes, on the average, about 9.O loops throu 
I.' X 2 

air at i O microns pressure. 

Putting all this together, the power input to the plasma wave is 

PO 
E : i 

[i9 
] [ 

9.O loops i loor] 
2 

12 VT]f 1.032 X io 
' 

t. 

n j[ loopj 

= h.37 x lO E 
VttS meters 

p volt 
(8.2) 

Except far the small nount of power lost to collision ding the 

power input to the plasma waves is equa]. to the power radiated by 

the plana waves. 

P =K (8.26) 
r 3p 



There are now three equations (8.13), (8.18), and (8.26) and 

three 
'r' 

E, and . The solution of this set of 

equations is 
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Çi' K2' K3b/3 = 1.0 watt (8.27) 

E = 1(1/3 2' 
1(1 = 230 volts per centimeter (8.28) 

= 1(I1 1(21/13 1(/ si 
(8.29) 

The plate current during a pulse was 56.7 milliamperes so the plate 

power input to the tube is 

56.7 x 10 amperes 600 volts 3h watts (8.30) 

and the plate efficiency is 

efficiency =ç- 3.0 percent (8.31) 

in 

LI all the working emissi electrons gave ali their energy to 

the plasma waves, the tube would be operating at maxinrum efficiency. 

The ma3d.mwn efficiency for the 33.5 millimeter osciflation is 

max. eff. = = 10.3 percent (8.32) 
p 
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The filanent power is 

2. volts 6 aneres = 1 watts (8.33) 

The total efficiency is then 2.0 percent. The excitation 

mechanism of the plasma-magnetron oscillator is similar to that of 

the high-vacuum magnetron oscillator whose efficiencies are of the 

order of O to 80 percent. 

The results of some other power measurements are ehown in 

Figure (8.2) with the measured and assumed values used in the 

calculattoes. It is seen that the radiated oer is about one to 

five watts, the Qe about 20 to 90, the plasma electric field about 

200 to 1i00 volts per centimeter an efficiencies about three to six 

percent. The trend seems to be ari increase in radiated power and a 

decrease in with increasing frequency. Because of the indirect 

nature of the measurements they should be regarded as only order of 

magnitude. 

One of the uncertain quantities involved in the calculation of 

the performance of the dipole antenna is the dipole antenna self 

impedance, obtained by extrapolating the calcilated values for 

thinner antennas to the thick antenna used Another uncertain 

quantity is the effect that the size of the gap between the two 

halves of the antenna has on the antenna self impedance. 

Another uncertain quantity is the inagniti1e of the barrier 

layer capacitance of the crystal detector. The neglect of the 



Figure (8.2) 

V 600 volts Crystal resistance 

B 
R (forward) 305 ohms - gauss 
R (backward) 59,000 ohms 

P 10 microns 

P (filament) 2.5 volts 6 amperes = 15 watts 

Antenna half-length h = 8.75 mm 

Distance from tube to receiving antenna 3 in. 

Duty cycle = 30 pulse 200 1 

sec pulse T7 
Receiver input capacitance = 192.7 f 

i Receiver bandwidth 
2(305.192.7 r 

2.715 HiC 

M f V1(ave) i (ave) i (ave) G h 
mm knie 

my 
p 
ma 

e 

ma 
e 

nm ohms 

2 67 Li.h8 7.5 .22 .Oit 1.95 I.62 39.1 

t 33.5 8.95 6.0 .3L .07 2.75 572 82.5 

6 22.35 i3.i.3 7.5 .78 .20 3.25 10.02 150 

8 16.77 17.91 6.0 .92 .26 3.5 8.38 89.5 

14 n E 
rins 

E P P 
in 

plate aif. Max. eff. 

electr?s/m3 v/rn 
p 

v/rn 

r 
watts watts 

xlO ioh 
- 

2 0.23 15.7 86.6 3.9 0.98 22 Li.5 9.1 

¿1. 1.05 5.51 51 2.3 1.00 3L 3.0 10.3 

6 2.7 2.55 20.5 2.0 2.50 78 3.2 12.8 

8 6.0 3.53 25.8 3.1 5.02 92 5.5 lI.lJ 

-a 
'o 
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shunting barrier layer capacitance of the crystal in the equivalent 

circuit of the receiving dipole antenna causes a pessimistic result 

for the radiated power and efficiency calculations. The barrier 

layer capacitance short circuits the output voltage of the crystal 

at very high frequencies. The 1N26 crystal is a standard silicon 

K-band type, i .2 cm, so it probably loses much of its rectifying 

ability in the region around a centimeter. 

Measured barrier capacitances range from 0.02 to 1 .0 f, the 

naller values being found in crystals prepared for use in the 

one-centimeter band There is considerable variation in the 

magnitude of the barrier layer capacitance between individual 

crystals of the same type. 

Since 
. 

A0 the madjnwn displaceint of the plasma 

electrons Cor the 33. millimeter oscillation is 

A0 = 1.211 x 10 meters (8.3k) 

The largest propagation constant k for this mode is about 8 x 10 

radians per meter so 

lcA0 = 0.97 x w2 
In 

( 8 . 3) 

The plasma electron density changes during the oscillations by about 

one percent from its average value and the approximations, equations 



(1 .11) ar1 (1.12), used in deriving the frequency of oscillation 

are justified. 

The oscillating plasma voltage is 

- 
cas (1) cos t d(rØ) 

= - sin (krØ) cos ()t 
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(8.36) 

For the plate radius of 3.75 milhimets k 21 3 radis per 

meter and at the cathode sheath bowidary of about one wflhimeter k 

equals 8000 radians per meter. The aiplitude of the oscillating 

plasma voltage is then 2.88 volts near the cathode and 10.8 volts 

near the plate . The plasma oscillations thus change the gas 

discharge conditions by a negli4ble amount. The plate current is 

a smooth continuous function of the filament cmrent as the tube 

passes through the osculation modes. 

The average enerr .ven to the plasma wave by an omission 

electron is 

e 
[2.3 

10h volts] 
[fl 

[2'/i] 

[rL i .032 x 1O (8.37) 

= 21J. electron volts per loop (8.37) 
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The average working emission electron thus gives up 21.L x 9.05 

loops 19L1. volts before suffering a collision and the average nez- 

working emission electron takes 21.LL electron volts of energy from 

the wave before striking the filament. 

The radius of the loop of a 600 volt, 800 gauss, eïiission 

electron Is i .032 millimeters and the loop radius of a (600 minus 

21d) volt, 800 gauss, electron is 1.012 millimeters. On the first 

loop the electron returns with its orbit decreased by 0.02 miii- 

meters or 2 percent. This is small coared 'with the filament 

diameter of O.25Li millimeters so the emission electrons do not have 

their loop radii decreased so much that they miss the filament. The 

non-working electrons are certain to strike the filament and the 

working electrons run quite directly up the potential energy hill at 

the filament, get within 21 .L1 volts of the filament potential, and 

then run back down hill again. 

The emission efficiency is rather low because tungsten is the 

emitter. Several hundreds of volts potential difference across the 

cathode space charge sheath is necessary to make the emission 

electron orbit radii large enough so that the emission electrons 

can enter the plasma region. 

The bnbardinent of positive ions on the cathode often destroys 

the coating of thorium or barium on composite cathodes and causes 

rapid loss of their emitting properties (86, pp. 83-219). However, 

a threshold value of ion energy, and hence of plasma to cathode 

potential difference, is found below which the cathode does not lose 
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its activity. The disintegration voltages are 22 volts for mercury, 

2S volts for argon, arxì 27 vo].tsfor neon; the positive ions have no 

injurious effect on the cathode, whether it be oxide-coated or 

thorlated tungsten, when the plasma to cathode potential difference 

is kept below these values. 

An outstanilng advantage of tungsten over other types of 

emitters is that it is much less subject to loss of emitting 

properties as a result of the bombardment by positive ions. hile 

mechanically fragile because of recrystallization, tungsten is 

electrically rugged. Tungsten is the only pure metal which is 

suitable as a practical emitter ar1 the only cathode material 

available for the plasma-magnetron oscillator. 

Let us see how broadband the thick dipole antenna is . Figure 

( 2J) shows the shape of the dipole antenna. The length is i .7 

centimeters and the diameter O. centimeters. The iedance is a 

minilmDfl at about h and equal to about 73 ohms The detector 

gain for X = 3S millimeters is 

vin 0.0618 V (8.38) 
e 

and the effective half-length 

hO.63?h%7llUfl (8.39) 
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The antenna and detector gain is then 

v = (0.0616) (0.637) 2hE (8.Lo) 

The inipedance is a ma]dmuln at about h . Extrapolating the 

rnaxt.nmm input impedance 
a 

for the thinner cylindrical antennas, 

with higher average characteristic impedances ¿, to the value of 

102 ohms gives a maximum input impedance of about 1 0 ohms at X equal 

to about 23 millimeters. The detector gain is 

Vin00tV (8.L1i) 

and the effective half-length 

h 1.062h9.3mm (8.Li2) 
e 

The antenna and detector gain is 

vin (o.ioI) (1.062) 2hE (6.i3) 

For the same electric field strength the ratio of the input 

voltages into the amplifier for maximum and minimum antenna input 

impedances is only 2.6 which means that the antenna is a broad band 

antenna. 
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The with respect to the collision dwiiping is 85 for a gas 

pressure of 10 microns so the radiation daiting is much larger than 

the collision damping. 

The height of the pulse displayed on the oscilloscope 

represents the intensity of the electromagnetic standing wave 

pattern seen by the antenna. During an oscillation, when the 

interferometer plate moves, the pulse height on the oscilloscope 

goes through maxtnia and minima of almost zero height indicating 

that the electromagnetic radiation has a definite wavelength. The 

pulse displayed on the oscilloscope is not a clean pulse that would 

be obtained frcrt a monochromatic radiation. The pulse has a noise- 

like structure indicating a band of frequencies in the radiation 

instead of a single frequency. The band still must be narrow 

enough to give essentially a single wavelength. 

The quality factor is 

f X (8.L) 

1lth a for the plasma of 51 for the 33.5 millinter, 8 .9 x 1& 

cycle per second oscillation, the frequency difference between the 

per and lower half power points of the resonance curve is 

M x 108 cycles/sec (8J) 



This bandwidth of the plasma oscillation is large compared with the 

2.71 x 106 cycle per second bandwidth of the receiver so the 

narrow band, 1 .96 percent, plasma oscillation looks like a very 

wide band signal to the receiver. 

The wavelength difference between the upper and lower half power 

points of the resonance curve is 

0.6% millimeters (8.l6) 

The interferometer thus gives a definite wavelength value. 

A screen of about 0 percent transparency was inserted 

radially in a constant plane into the discharge region to define 

a node of the standing plasma waves As a result the oscillation 

intensities were reduced but the usual noise-like trace on the 

oscilloscope cleared up until it more nearly resembled a trace frcn 

a continuous monochromatic oscillation The pulso height still 

varied from a ma4mum to a minimum of almost zero as the inter- 

ferometer plate was moved. 

These effects were more pronounced at the start of the 

experiment. Examination of the screen after the experiment showed 

that the part closest to the filament had been melted away. The 

introduction of the radial screen may have anchored a node thus 

preventing the plasma standing wave pattern from rotating and 

10 
modulating the 10 cycle per second radiation. 
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Since the decreases with increasing frequency the bandwidth 0±' 

the radiated signal increases with increasing frequency. It is 

expected that at high mode nwnbers the bandwidth of the radiated 

signal is larger than the frequency separation between modes so the 

plana is unstable at al]. higher frequencies. 

As the magnetic flux density approaches zero, the cyclotron 

frequency cù 
approaches zero, the mode number for a given 

frequency N - approaches infinity, the Q approaches zero, the 

bandwidth of each mode M approaches infinity, and the instability 

regions increase in frequency width until above a certain mode 

number all frequencies are unstable. The analysis in section seven 

of plasma oscillations not in a magnetic field shows that such 

plasmas aro slightly unstable at all frequencies. Thus the analysis 

for plasma oscillations in a magnetic field goes over smoothly to 

the case of plasma oscillations not in a magnetic field. 

In a magnetic field a plasma is quite unstable for frequencies 

near integer multiples of the cyclotron frequency for electrons and 

stable at the frequencies in between for low mode numbers. For 

frequencies which are large compared with the cyclotron frequency 

a plasma in a magnetic field is unstable at all frequencies. 

A value of 232 is obtained from the Nathieu equation 

approximation which is valid for mode number N 2 and is shown in 

equati on ( 7 26 ) . The I1athieu function derivation of t expresses the 

finite bandwidth where the plasma is unstable ar1 depends upon the 
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measurement of the plasma electron temperature and a choice of an 

average radius of the plasma region. 

The measured finite bandwidth due to the radiation resistance 

for N - 2 is 1.7 megacycles arid the Q is 87. The Mathieu function 

approximation is only valid for mode 2 so an ereasion for the 

bandwidth of the unstable regions for higher mode numbers has not 

been obtained but it is seen from Figure (7.2) that the widths o! 

the unstable regions increase with increasing mode number. 

The lower the of the combination of circuit elemente which 

determines the frequency of osciflation in an oscillator circuit, 

the broader is the resonance curve of the frequency determining 

elements and the broader is the band of frequencies generated by 

the oscillator. The instantaneous frequency may be considered to 

be wandering around at randn within the resonance curve producing 

a signal which is frequency and amplitude modulated at random and 

thus has a continuous sideband distribution around the midfrequency. 

In the plasma-magnetron oscillator the power output stage is not 

buffered !rn the frectency determining stage so the load resistance 

(radiation resistance) contributes toward lowering the of the 

oscillator. 

Radiation models 

Let us consider the radiation pattern frcn a circular loop 

antenna as an approximation to the radiation from the standing 
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plasma waves in the tube. The radiation field at a distancefrom 

an oscillating electric dipole of strength is 

__ __ ) 

E - R x (R x p) eiit (8 .148) 
LLltr o o 

where V r is a unit vector directed frOEn the dipole 

toward the observer (122, p. 143g). For a tangential dipole direction 

on the circular loop 

r P=JpIE cos(a-Ø+) sin9+ icos(aØ+.) 
Lr 

cos e + cos (a - 0)] (8.149) 

where Ç are the unit vectors of the observer position, 

(a, a) is the dipole position, and (R, e, 0) is the observer 

position in spherical coordinates Then 

-ii[9 c° e sin (a_Ø) 

- -ç co (a - 0)] C 8 0) 

Far a sinusoidal dipole alita distribution in the azimuthal 

direction and uniform amplitude distributions in the radial ani 

ad.al directions 
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I 

I 

- ens d(Vol) - en A0 ha cos (Na) dada (8.51) 

The displacement amplitude A0(r,z) and the piasma electric field 

E( r, z ) are not required to be zero at the anode and end tab sheath 

boundaries since the space charge sheath thickness is usuafly much 

larger than the plasma electron displacements. For a plasma of iol2 

electrons per cubic centimeter and 10 volts positive with respect to 

ari electrode potential, the sheath thickness is about Li.8 x 

centimeters, while frc*n equation (8.31.) the maximum electron 

displacement was 1.2 x 1O centimeters or the sheath thickness. 

The electric field at the observer position is the integral of 

the contributions from all the dipoles. 

12z 7r2 

i-s 
[_ ] EI- 

enA0h] 
et 

( 
( 005 (Na) 

R 

jo )ri 

-ikacos(a-Ø)sine e [ec0ses_ 

_Çcos(a_Ø)] adada (8.52) 

Far simplicity let us consider the plasma concentrated at the radius 

a. Equation (8.52), with a change of variable a - Ø - ' , da d's, 

becomes 

I 
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2n_Ø 

2 2 
k2enA0h r2 - r1 

i1ci-it cos N (Ø + 
2 

e 

L 
-ika COB in O e LEe COSO s1n _Çcos]d (8.3) 

By expanding the exponential function in an infinite series of 

Bessel functions 

00 

e_aa cosi sin 8 

) _ 
(j)flt (-ka sin e) cos rn (8.) 

and integrating term by terri, the resi.ilt of the inte'ation is 

. t 
E9 cos 8 sin(N 

Ø)(_j)N'i 

[+ (ka sin e) 
7 ( -4- 

+ Nl (ka sin e) 
] + 

cos(N 
Ø)(1,j)N+l 

[ N-1 
(ka sin ) - 

N+l (ka sin e)]) (8.%) 

because of the orthogonality property of trigonometric functions on 

the interval 2n. 

For the antenna at e . only the Ç coiiionent is present and 

JN+l(ka) is negligible coipared to JN.,l(ka) for siiall arguments. 

The field 8trength is then 



E R (Voi) N-1 

IEI cos(NØ)(?) (8.56) 
(,4..1)1 

For X 33.5 idilinieters, R 3 inches, (Vol) 0.82 cubic centi- 

meters, a 2 millimeters, and N 

f1.23 x l0*1I (8.57) 

which is much too low cOEnpared idth the measured ratio 

E 0.0051 vIern 2.1 10 (8.58) 230v/cm 

Thus the model that the standing plasma waves radiate like a 

circular loop antenna seems to be not correct. 

Let us cìsider the model that the electrons in each halt' 

wavelength region which are all oscillating together in phase 

radiate independently of the rest of the plasma standing wave. 

The power radiated is then 

ci)e2A02 
Vol 2 

r 2h nc L 1x I 
¿M (8.59) 

0)14 E 
2 (Vol)2 

p (8.60) 
96 n e3 M 
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The radiated povere calculated frOEll this mcxlel arid using the 

measured values of E are 
p 

Calculated P Measured P r r 
watts watts 

2 o.3 0.98 

0.97 1.0 

6 2. 2. 

8 1).i.O 5.0 

These values agree within the experimental accuracy. Let us call 

thi e model one. 

Let us cafl radiation model two the cace in which the radiated 

power is frati a coiistant nuither of half wave sections of the plasma 

standing wave with the fields from the other half wave sections 

cancelling each other. The radiated paver for these two cases is 

proportional to 

P 2 n Vol'2 
M M3 A02 n2 (Vol) 2 (8.61) 

r1 
A0 ( M J 

P c A 
2 n Vol 2 

2 2 2 (Vol)2 (8.62) 
r2 o ( M o 

A n 

The power fed to the plasma osciflations f constant V, B, ax 

pressure is prcortional to 



P-E I-U. nA I 
e o p e o (8.63) 

These two powers are equa]. except for the small amount of plasma 

oscillation power lost to collisions 

so 

RE 

n A i - p p A 
2 

n2 (Vol)2 (8.6L) o e o r1 o 

P - A 
2 

2 (Vol)2 (8.6) o 

I 
e -E (8.66) 

M3 (Yol)2 P1 

I 

nA- e -E (8.6?) 
M2 (Vol)2 p2 

The total input power is proportional to 

P. -- I - I -- n -o 2 M2 - 1 (8.68) in p p 

I -M2 (8.69) e 
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and the input power is proportional to the frequency squared-. 

M 
j) ..__ (8.70) 
r1 

(Voi) 

2 

P - 
N (8.71) r2 (Vol)2 

so the radiated power is proportional to the first or second power 

of the frequency, depending on t1 choice of radiatl model. 

Experimentally 
r 

seems to vary more nearly as M corresponding to 

model two. The radiated power calculated from this model using the 

measured value s of E seem to be about one order of magiitude too 

low, however. 

The efficiency for constant V, ß, and pressure is proportional to 

P 

elf. 
14 

(8.72) 
i 

?j 112 (Vol)2 

M2 
eff.2--- 

M2 (Vol)2 
(8.73) 

The part of the input power which does not go to the plasma 

oscillations goes to ionize the gas and later heats the electrodes 

as the electrons and positive ions recombine at the electrode 

surfaces. 



The is proportional to 

A2 n (Vol) 
1-.c O i (8.7i) - -- 
p A 

2 
n2 (Vol)2 M2 (Vol) 

r o 

j 
i 

L2 M (Vol) 
(8.7) 

Dependence of radiated power1 efficiency, and Q ort the operating 

arametere 

Let us consider the effect of magnetic flux density B, plate 

voltage VA, gas pressure P, emission current electron temperature 

T, arid tube dimensions on the radiated power 
r' 

the input power 

the quality factor Q, and the efficiency of the tube, so that 

better tube designs may be made. The assumption is used that each 

half wave of the standing wave pattern in the plasma radiates 

independently. The corresponding expressions for radiation model 

two differ by a factor M as shown in the previous section. 

From equations (71Li2), (8.16), (8.17), and (8.59) 

m52h' 2Inc3 

&)c 
2 n (Vol) 

co 
(Vol) 

- 
2I n a3 exp {- 

k2 
} 

(8.76) 
(Vol) (1.12 1) C&)c3 
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where in Is the electron nass, e the velocity of light, o the 

cyclotron angular frequency for electrons, the permeability of 

free apace, e the electronic charge, n the electron density, (Vol) 

the volume of the plasma region, o the_angular plasma 
p 

2)h# 

frequency, M - - the mode number, (A2) 1\:- - the average r&Iius 

oí' the helical path of the plasma electrons due to their thermal 

motions, k the propagation constant of the plasma wave, and X 

the wavelength of the plasma wave. 

Fran equation (8.9) the radiated por is 

2 
P - M3 T2 n2 (Voi)2 r 96nc 

E 
2 

= : M3 (Vo].)2 
9nc3 

(8.77) 

where is the average amplitude of the plasma oscillation electron 

displacements, t the angular oscIllation frequency, ani the other 

symbols are given wl.th equation (8.76). 

The power fed to the plasma waves P la proportional to the 

prothxt of the electric field strength in the plasma the 

emission current 'e' and the distance L that the working emission 
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electrons travel in phase with the plasma wave before suffering a 

collision and being knocked out of the working phase of the wave. 

P E I L (8.78) 
o pe 

Fri equations (7.36) and (8.21) 

K 

L = 01 lA (8.79) 
o e 

P 

where E is the porTnittivity of free space and L the constant in 

equation (8.21 ). Except for the small anount of plasma oscillation 

power lost to collisions, the poer fed to the plasma waves equals 

the radiated power. 

eniIeKlVA°'7 ie2 M3 r2 2 (y)2 
(8.80) 

E? 9óitc 

-96C3IeKlV°7 E 
A (8.81) nA= 

e P :; (Vol)2 h o 

FrOEI Figure ( 5 .8 ) the plate current I is approximately 

prortiona1. to the sque root of the plate voltage . The plate 

current is proportional to the eidssion current The plate current 

is approethiately not a function of the gas pressure as shown by 
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Figure (S.2). The small decrease in emission current 'with increasing 

pressure aixi constant filament current is due to the increased 

cooling of the filament by the gas. 

It has not been determined experimentally what function the 

plate current is of the size of the tube Fri the reasoning that 

the increase in plate current with increasing magnetic flux density 

is caused by the increased rumiber of ionizing collisions necessary 

to scatter an emission electron to the anode, an increase in the 

plate diameter would have the same effect. In two tubes whose ratio 

of plate diameters is - y and whose ratio of magnetic flux den- 

B 
2 

sities is .i. = .1 with the other parameters equal, emission electrons 
2 

would make an equal number of ionizing collisions, on the average, 

before being scattered to the plate and therefore both tubes should 

have the same plate current Thus the plate current is a function 

of the product of B ath d. Fran Figure (S.16) the plate current 

is approximately proportional to 'Ji so I should also be 

proportional to ' Cûiining ail this we obtain 

IP = 2 'e VVa B d (8.82) 

oo roximately 1/2 where K2 app 
(volts gauss centimeters) 

Equation (8.82) was obtained from a consideration of the 

ionization process. Another expression can be obtained for the 
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plate current by a ccrì1deration of the charge collection processes. 

An approximate eipression for the current to the electrodes, froni 

eqiation (.13) and (.i6) is 

= K3 S n \j (8.83) 

where £5 is approximately 6 .b i i atper!e cxii ' microns of R cm 

electrons 

h a suitable average of the length and diameter of the tube, and S 

the total area of the electrodes. 

Let i be a linear scaling factor for the size of the tube so 

that length - 31, S () 3nl 
L 

From equations (8.82) and (8.83), 

_________ 2 k2A 
3uK3ni i-i: 3RK31 j (p21) C% exp } (8.81) 

e 
K2 VBP K2 

The por input to the tube is 

T 
O5 

p =1v KI B0iOVh1=311K3llnV in pa 2e a a 

o.s 
T 

= 3JÇ]1. (M21) 2 exp[ 
2 2 } 

r 
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T05 2 
KT 

K1l1 V 
- 

(2 
- 

%2) 
2 } (8.8S) 

c a 

where ï is constant, and r is an average radius in the 

plasma. The r value chosen is the diairieter of t orbits of the 

emission electrons since this is the position of maximum interaction 

between the emission electrons azrl tl plasma waves. 

The power radiated by the tube, frOEn equation (8.77), is 

86) K 2 VO 2 i2 T 

r 
2 

p3 M3 (Vol)2 B 

K VO.T 2 
a - 

3 i Ci)3 

22 
K V°T (2) ef22} (8.86) 5a - ____ = 

The electric field strength of the plasma oscillation 

fronl equation (8.81), is 
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288 
2 

£1 £3 T05 Va i n 

P EK i (Vol)2 

K, T y 
0.2 

n 
o - a 

p1.515 3 1. 
(A) 

2 2) 
16 V0'2 ( 

°c 

{ 2 - (8.87) 
5 3 1.5 

CA) 1eV pl')i 
c a 

e iÇ T V 
-r- J - a 

(8.88) 
o 

The efficiency of the tube is 

K T°'5 2 2)exp{ - ( % 
P (A)'beV 

C a 
(8.89) 

0.6 
5.5 

2.5 3 2 
KLVa p CA) 

¼ 
(8.90) 

i32 2 _____ 
(A) _cA))o)exp 2 
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The exponent of the exponential tenu equals i for M equal to about 

12.8 and the exponential term 8tarts to exert an influence on the 

relation for M above about 5. 

The efficiency and the Q decrease, and the radiated power 

increases with increasing frequency. The radiated power and 

efficiency decrease 'with increasing pressiire as expected . The 

radiated power and efficiency are low powered functions of the anode 

voltage arid electron temperature . F'or a certain oscillation 

frequency, the radiated power and efficiency decrease with increasing 

magnetic flux density. For a certain oscillation frequency, the . 

is infinite f mode M i This is of no consequence since the 

radiated power is zero for mode one. Then the Q goes through a 

ntnintum at M = -\[5 of 

i 2L n c3 
(2.56) (3.91) 

'min 
(Voi) )3 

12eV 1/2 
J al 

The Q has a flIa.BflB71 at M 
T_ j 

9.01 of 

- 2h n (8.92) 
max (Vol) Q3 

The Q then approaches zero as the zaode number increases further and 

the magnetic flux density decreases. 
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The most unexpected result is that the radiated power, 

efficiency, and the ' decrease as the volume increases, contrary to 

the usual situation. This is because the oscillating electric field 

strength in the plasma is stronger in a smaller volume and the 

power taken fran the emission electron beam is proportional to E. 
The thickness of the space charge sheath at the filament decreases 

as the electron density increases so the plasma volume increases iith 

increasing frequency. The catho1e sheath thicknesses are about 2.1 

nllimeters for 6 centimeter radiation, i .1 nun for X 3 cm, ami 

0.6 irun f X = i .! cm. 

A range of a factor of four in the desi values of the magìetic 

flux density and the linear dimension of the tube give a range in 
- available Q values, radiated power, and efficiency, at a certain 

frequency, of several hundred times. 

The vapor pressure of mercwy is about one micron at 20C, 

6 microns at IOC, 26 microns at 60c, etc A tube could be filled 

and sealed with a density of mercury vapor corresponding, for 

example, to 6 microns pressure. The cild tube would have 1/6 of the 

mercury the vapor state and S/6 as a liquid but for gas temper- 

atures above 1OC, where the tube operates during a discharge, al]. 

the mercury wiU be in the vapor state and the gas density is 

constant The concentration of the gas in sealed tubes does change 

slowly during the life of the tubes because of a clean-up action that 

occurs The gas disappears by being trapped in the walls and 

elóctrodes of the tube as a result of the action of the discharge. 
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COLUSION5 

The plasma-magnetron ?11at0r az1 the associated p].asina 

osciUaU. OEl phencinena eein to te fairly well understood P1asra 

oscillations with a finite wavelength, in a nagnetic field, and iith 

a Maxweflian velocity distribution of the p1ama electrons, were 

considered ae & consistent field prob1eii. 

One resu1t ic the prediction of unstable frequencies at integer 

multiples N of the cyclotron frequency far electrons The magnetron 

exciting rnechanisrt, where the standing wave pattern of the plasma 

oscillations acts like the anode structure of a high vacuum multi- 

segment anode magnetron, is available for exciting oscillations with 

frequencies equal to integer multiples N of half the cyclotron 

frequency for electrons. The plasma oscillates and radiates at those 

frequencies at which (i) the plasma is unstable and (2) an excitation 

mechanism exists. 

Another result is the new dispersion relation. Oscillations are 

obtained for those cxibinations of magnetic flux density, gas 

pressure, filwnent current, an anode voltage which produce a plasma 

electron density which satisfies the dispersion relation at an 

unstable frequency. The new dispersion relation puts a lower wave- 

length limit for oscillations, at about O. centimeters, for 

practically attainable plasma electron densities. 

The oscillator has Q's of the order of a hundred at the lower 

microwave frequencies. The decrease with increasing frequency. 
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The frequency of the oscillator is continuously variable over the 

whole microwave frequency range az into the .Uimeter wavelength 

range by changing the magnetic flc denaity and one ot1r variable 

euch aa the filament cm'reirt The very wide tuning range is the 

reeult of the frequency being determined by the p1asna electron 

density and not the dimensions of a cavity. 

The measured power at 3.L. centliMeters was about one watt with 

an efficiency of abotxt three percent . The radiated power increases 

with increasing frequency. 

For two centhneter radiation, a ten mil tungsten filament lasts 

of tk order of five horn-s in i microns pressire of air for pulsed 

plate voltages with a duty cycle of -j. Continuouz, rather than 

pulsed, operation decreases the filanent life by only a factor of 

the order of two. The filanent life decreases with increasing 

frequency. Gas purity may be foi.md to affect filament life. 

The plasma-magnetron oscillator night find application as a 

very wide tuning range, medium power, microwave signal and noise 

generator with eqendable sealed tubes with about five to ten 

rnicrons gas pressure of mercury vapor or a noble gas. Mechanical 

tolerances of the tube are not critical. 
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